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Confederate
memorial
celebration
set tonight
By TOM BERRY
Staff Venter
ons of Confederate
Veterans Camp 1834
will honor Kentucky's
Civil War dead tonight during
Confederate Memorial Day.
John Young, a spokesman and
adjutant for the group, said a
special Confederate service will
take place at 7 p.m. on the
Calloway County Courthouse
Square. The ceremony will feature a 2I-gun salute by Civil
War re-enactors and special
music by Conny Ottway and
her students
According to camp officials.
there were 40,0(X) Confederate
veterans from Kentucky and the
ceremony is intended to honor
them. The public is invited and
encouraged to attend.
Last year the observance drew
a crowd of about 28 to honor
those who fought in the War
Between the States on the
Southern side by placing a
wreath beneath the monument
dedicated to Confederate dead
on the county courthouse
square.
The day is celebrated on June
3. each year because it is the
birthdate
of
Confederate
President Jefferson Davis, who

Murray, KY 42071

MCCH's Bailey announces retirement
Numerous renovations seen
during CEO's tenure; says he
plans to travel, maybe teach

S

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
urray Calloway County
Hospital CEO Keith
Bailey will retire effective Wednesday, Nov. 3, I t was
announced during the monthly
meeting of the MCCH board of
trustees Wednesday.
After meeting in executive

M

Keith Bailey

session, the hoard approved an
amendment
to
Bailey's
employment contract that
would allow him to retire Nov.
3. The contract has Bailey staying on for six months in a consulting role from wherever he
is, and adds a non-competition
agreement.
Bailey has served as CEO of

the hospital since 2006. Ili that
time, numerous renovations
have been made to MCCH, the
Acute Rehabilitation Unit has
opened and the South Tower
expansion project completed.
"It's been really great,"
Bailey said. "When !came in
2006, there were lots of opportunities to make improvements
both in the physical facilities
and in the culture/morale. I
think I've made significant
improvements but it's a good
time for a change in leadership."
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday...Partly sunny with
a 50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 80s. Southwest winds 5 to
10 mph
Thursday
night. Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thuncierstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 80s.
Friday night Partly cloudy.
Lows in the upper 60s.
Saturday.. Partly cloudy. A20
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
upper 80s.
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Summer Produce

Larry Thompson hands a cantaloupe to Tracy Welch of Buchanan, Tenn. Thursday morning at the Hart's Fresh Produce
stand at the corner of Sycamore and Fourth streets. Thompson said the stand would be open all summer and the other
two locations were in Pans and Paris Landing, Tenn.

Lemmon making mark
on Christian music scene

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
—Democratic U.S. Senate
nominee Jack Conway has
a
taken
stand
opposite
h
i
s
Republican
counterpart

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University
graduate is trying to
make his mark on the
contemporary Christian music
scene with his new album,
"Mission Trip."
Jonathan Lemmon said he
grew up as pastor's son in
Columbia, Ky., and found his
inspiration to write and perform
Christian music while attending
MSU. He was involved with the
Wesley Foundation and played
with his band there and at other
places. but he said he knew for
certain what he wanted to do
with his life after going to a
Casting Crowns concert at the

Photo provided
Murray State University graduate Jonathan Lemmon.
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Regional Special Events Center
in 2006.
Last year Lemmon moved
from Murray to Greensboro,
N.C.. where he is now promoting "Mission Trip,- a collection
of songs he said is very special
to him. The title of the album
came about because he had
signed up for a year-long mission trip to Australia in July
2009 when he found out his
mother had cancer. She died
only two months later in
September, and Lemmon decided he needed to touch up the
songs he had been working on
and finally finish his album.
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By MIKE ROBINSON
AP Legal Affairs Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Former
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich
sees his trial's Thursday start as
the end of an 18-month orde
that began with his humiliati
arrest on charges of scheming
profit trom h
power to fi
Presiden
Barack
Obama's forSenate
mer
seat.
"My government is doing
something
very wrong to
Biago.ovich
me and my
family," Blagojevich told a
radio audience in one of his
most recent public pronouncements of innocence. "That will
soon be over when we begin on
Thursday."
Prosecutors see a chance to
send a second-straight governor
to prison in one of the biggest
political trials ever in this corruption-plagued state. U.S.
District Judge James B. Zagel's
courtroom is expected to be
packed with reporters, lawyers

WEATHER

TOMORROW

Bailey said he plans on moving to south Florida with his
wife and doing some traveling.
He also might pursue teaching
opportunities, focused on
health care management.
"He has been a deliFhtful person to work with. He always
provided the information the
board needed and I wish him
the best in his endeavors." said
Sandra Parks, board chair.
Before making the motion to
amend Bailey's contract, Larry

Blagojevich
corruption
trial starts
in Chicago

II See Page 2A
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Chile police hunt Dutchman sought in Peru killing
Suspect in 2005
Natalee Holloway
disappearance
'prime suspect'
By FRANKLIN BRICENO
Associated Press Wnter
LIMA. Peru (API — Police in
neighboring Chile are checking
hotels for a young Dutchman
long suspected in the 2005 disappearance of U.S. teen Natalee
Holloway who is now being
sought in the killing of a woman
. in Peru.
Peruvian
After
officials
announced Wednesday that
, Joran van der Sloot is the prime
suspect in the death of 2I-yearold Stephany Mores in a Lima
. hotel. Chilean police confirmed
he had entered their country two
days earlier.
Chilean Police Inspector
Douglas Rodriguez in Arica told
The Associated Press there was
no record of van der Sloot leaving Chile and authorities were
searching the country's dry,
sparsely populated northern
provinces for him.

van der goat

Flores

In Lima. police Gen. Cesar
Guardia said at a news conference that the slain woman was
found Wednesday in a room at a
hotel where van der Sloot had
been staying and that she had
been seen with the suspect early
Sunday, when she was killed.
The killing occurred exactly
five years after the May 30,
2005, disappearance of Alabama
teen Natalee Holloway during a
high school trip in Aruba, a
Dutch Caribbean island where
van der Sloot's late father was a
prominent judge.
Prosecutors said van der Sloot
is still their main suspect in the
case even though he was never
charged.
The Dutch government said
Interpol issued an international
arrest warrant for van der Sloot

in the Peru killing
But
Rodnguez, the Chilean police
officia. said authorities there
had received only a request to
locate the suspect, not an arrest
warrant.
Guardia, the Peruvian police
general. said the 22-year-old
Dutchman was in Peru for a
poker tournament and appears
with the dead woman in a video
taken at a Lima casino early
Sunday. The two were later seen
entering the hotel by one of its
employees about 5 a.m, and the
Dutchman departed alone about
four hours later, he said.
"We have an interview with a
worker at the hotel who says she
saw this foreigner watt the victim enter his room," said
Guardia.
The woman's body was found
face down on the hotel room
floor Wednesday, abrasions on
her face and body, and signs of
mamma, Guardia said. He said
she was clothed.
Asked if she had been asphyxiated. Guardia said he was waiting for autopsy results on the
cause of death.
The victim's father, Ricardo
Flores, 48, is a former president

Kentucky

of the Peruvian Automobile
Club who won the "Camino% del
Inca" rally in 1991 and brings
circuses and foreign entertainers
to Peru. He ran for vice president in 2001 and for president
five years later on fringe tickets.
A lawyer for van der Sloot in
New York. Joe Tacopina. said he
did not know his client's whereabouts and had not been in touch
with him since the Peru allegations emerged.
Tacopina cautioned against a
rush to judgment.
"loran van der Sloot has been
falsely accused of murder once
before. The fact is he wears a
bull's-eye on his back now and
he is a quote-unquote usual suspect when it comes to allegations of foul play," Tacopina
said.
Van der Sloot was twice
arrested but later released for
lack of evidence in the 2005 disappearance of Holloway in
Aruba.
No trace of her has been found
and van der Sloot remains the
main suspect in the case, Ann
Angela, spokeswoman for the
Aruba prosecutor's office, said
Wednesday.

News in Brief
Princeton man charged in death of daughter
PR;NCETON. Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky grand jury has
ted a Princeton man in the death of his infant daughter.
WPSD-TV in Paducah reported 34-year-old Jessie Allisen is
charged with murder in the death of his 7-month-old daughter
Arid l and is held on $50).(XX1 bond.
Allison had called 911 on Sept. 5 and said his daughter wouldn't
awaken front her nap.
Princeton Assistant Police Chief Rocky Howton said on
Wednesday that there was inconsistency between evidence collect ed at the scene and statements about how the baby died. An autop
sy didn't find the cause of death.
Defense attorney Dell Pruitt said his client is not to blame and
noted the baby's crib was recalled in December by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.

Labor Cabinet to host educational seminars
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP) -- The Kentucky Labor Cabinet is trying to educate employers, employee groups and others about some
of its programs and services.
The Cabinet says beginning June 8 and 9, it will host six twoday regional seminars that will offer information on topics such as
the federal Registered Apprenticeship Program. how to request
technical and compliance assistance, how to determine employee
classification and how to become a certified drug-free workplace.
The seminars will be held in Paducah, Owensboro, Louisville,
Ashland. Florence and Versailles. They are free, but registration is
required.

•MCCH's Bailey...
From Front

Blagojevich...
From Front
and simple curiosity seekers
even as jury selection begins.
' -This blows every other political story out of the newspapers
and off the air." Roosevelt
University political scientist
Paul Green said.
Blagojevich, 53, has pleaded
not guilty to 24 counts including
racketeering,
wire
fraud,
attempted extortion and bribery.
He and his co-defendant brother
'— 54-year-old Nashville, Tenn.,
businessman
Robert
Blagojevich — deny scheming
to sell or trade the president's
old Senate seat for personal
gains.
The former governor also is
charged with plotting to turn his
administration into a giant mon. eymaking operation with profits
to be divided between himself
and a circle of advisers and
fundraisers after he left office.
The Democrat was impeached
•and ousted about seven weeks
!"after his Dec. 9. 2008, arrest and
has since pleaded his case to the
....public from radio to reality TV.
Now comes jury selection in a
*,• trial that is just the latest chapter
'-!in U.S. Attorney Patrick J.
r: Fitzgerald's attack on corrup:7 non in a state where politics
**have long been awash in patron**
,age and payoffs. Blagojevich's
predecessor, Republican George
Ryan, is serving a 6 1/2-year

racketeering and fraud sentence
in federal prison.
"lhe U.S. attorney is trying to
bring about a sea-change in the
political culture of this state,"
says DePaul University law
Professor Leonard Cavise.
If convicted, Blagojevich
faces a maximum of 415 years
in prison and fines totaling $6
Judge Zagel said he plans to
question up to 34 jurors a day
until a jury is seated. The final
panel will consist of 12 jurors
plus a thus-far unspecified number of alternates.
On Wednesday, attorneys
close to the case said
Blagojevich's defense has subpoenaed White House chief of
staff Rahm Emanuel as a witness. The attorneys spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the subpoena had not been made
public.
If Emanuel did take the stand,
he might be asked about what
effort if any the White House
made to get Blagojevich to
appoint Obama friend Valerie
Jarrett to the Senate seat. Jarrett
had been mentioned as a candidate but withdrew to become a
presidential adviser. She also
has been subpoenaed by the
defense. a White House official
said Wednesday on condition of
anonymity because of the ongoing investigation.

11 Lemmon...

where he lives now that it is
hard to get noticed, but he's still
doing pretty well. "Mission
From Front
Trip" was released on May 15
"I could've fallen into a slump and Lemmon said one chart
and gotten depressed, but I tracking new Christian releases
wanted to push myself," he said. ranked it at #15 one week after
Lemmon said that although he it debuted at #24.
didn't get to go on the mission
When it comes to his influtrip he had planned. going ences. Lemmon said he has fairthrough such a sudden and (rag- ly eclectic
taste. Besides
.: experience made him think Casting Crowns, he said he is
;*about all the different ways God heavily influenced by country
.4 can shape people. He said he music and Southern gospel.
chose the title to allude to how Garth Brooks is a long-time
those experiences can happen favorite and Lemmon said he
!wherever one may be or who also likes former "American
they are with.
Idol" finalist Chris Daughtry.
"A mission trip is not only He said Daughtry grew up near
about going to another country." Greensboro, so he is very popuhe said. "It's showing what lar in the I2-county area of
God's love is really like and North Carolina known as the
showing how to be a good Piedmont Triad Region, which
Christian."
consists of the cities of
Lemmon said there is so much Greensboro, Winston-Salem
Christian music in the area and High Point.

McCartney turns 'Michelle'
into ode to first lady
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— Paul
McCartney had been itching to
perform a certain sang at the
White House, and he seized the
moment when it arrived,
The former
Beatle brought
down
the
house at an
East
Room
cone ert
Wednesday
night by belting
out
"Michelle."
McCartney aiming
its
romantic lyrics
straight at a first lady named
Michelle.
After serenading the first ;ady
with the words, "I love you, I
love you. I love you,"
McCartney joked that he just
might be the "first guy ever to
be punched out by a president."
The president didn't seem to
mind though: He was swaying
along to the beat while his wife
mouthed the words along with
McCartney.
The 90-minute concert was
built around Obama's presentation to McCartney of the
Gershwin Prize for Popular
Song,awarded by the Library of
Congress. The president said
McCartney had "helped to lay

the soundtrack for an entire generation."
McCartney. 67, said it was a
moment like no other.
"I don't think there could be
anything more special than to
play here," the Englishman said.
And then he volunteered to
make it a regular gig.
"Lunchtimes, we could come
around." he offered. "We're
cheap."
The concert featured an allstar lineup of top performers
doing their own interpretations
of some of McCartney's greatest hits. McCartney said it was
inspiring to see what other people did with his music.
Among those performing
were Stevie Wonder, the Jonas
Brothers, Faith Hill. Elvis
Costello, Emmylou Harris,
Herbie Hancock, White Stripes
singer and guitarist Jack White,
pianist Lang Lang and Foo
Fighters frontman Dave Grohl.
The Gershwin prize is named
for the songwriting brothers
George and Ira Gershwin.
Pievious recipients are Wonder
and Paul Simon.
Those not lucky enough to
snag tickets to the East Room
gig can catch the concert July
28, when it's televised on PBS'
"In Performance at the White
House."

III Confederate...
From Front
was born in Fairview, Ky. Camp
officials believe Americans that
fought in the Civil War should
also be honored along with
those that fought for American
freedom in foreign wars.
The memorial usually features
SCV re-enactors in Civil Warera uniform that provide a 21gun salute with Civil War era
rifles. The group pledges allegiance to the U.S. flag and
salutes the Confederate battleflag.
Confederate Memorial Day is
recognized in Texas, Florida,
Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama
and other states giving citizens a
chance
to
remember
Confederate soldiers who died

or were wounded during the
Civil War.
In various states, Confederate
Memorial

Day

observances

include the placement of flags
and wreaths on the graves of

Elkins, Calloway County judgeexecutive and board secretary.
thanked Bailey on behalf of the
county and said the role of hospital CEO is "probably the
toughest job in the county."
Parks said the details of the
search process for a new CEO are
still being developed but the
board will meet within two weeks
to address the matter.
After years of operating at
MCCH with no formal contract in
place, the board has asked
Radiology Associates of Murray
to have an operational contract
signed within 90 days.
Elkins brought up the matter in
other business and asked how
contract negotiations were going.
Bailey said it was in progress and
recognized the business advantage of a formal contract. Chip
Adams said he had been working
with them on a contract since
2003 and they are currently exclusive because "they are the only
ones here." Bailey said a contract
would mean they would have to
give reasonable notice before
leaving and Adams added it
would also protect Radiology
Associates from MCCH bringing
in a competitor.
"This is a group that even if we
can replace, we don't want to
come in one day and find they
have gone," said Hal Kemp,
board member, during discussion
of the motion.
The motion was made by
Elkins, seconded by Yancey
Watkins, board member, and
passed unanimously.
The board also voted 6-2 in
favor of modifying the hospital's
medical insurance plan to allow
all physicians who have privileges at MCCH to be considered
under the Domestic Tier of the
medical insurance plan for physician office visits only. This
lessens the co-pay for visits to
physicians with privileges to $20
for a primary care provider and
$35 for a specialist and applies to
both Plan A and Plan B of the

MCCH medical insurance plan.
When initially proposed. board
treasurer
Darnell
Kenny
expressed disapproval of the
move,saying that from a financial
standpoint the board should wait
until the end of the fiscal year
instead of "altering the budget
mid-stream."
"Although I support any benefit
the hospital can give the employees, I am dismayed that there are
those outside of the hospital who
are willing to use our employees
as pawns so they can benefit
financially from the hospital's
generosity." Darnell said.
A vote on the motion was mid,
by roll call with Elkins and
Darnell being the two to vote
against it. Before casting his vote.
Elkins said he thinks the hospitals' health care already offers the
best plans. Voting for the motion
were Parks, Steve Owen, vice
chair. Kemp, Watkins, Joe Ward.
Burton Young and Rob Williams.
After Williams* vote, Darnell
requested that Williams' vote be
reclused because his medical
office would benefit financially
from the measure. Parks approved
the reclusion but the motion still
carried.
During a financial update. Brad
Bloemer, vice president of financial services, reported an operating income of $206.000 for April
2010. $76,000 behind the budget.
Bloemer said the South Tower
expansion has added roughly
$161.000 in additional depreciation expense and $112,000 to
interest expenses. He added that
preliminary reports for the month
of May showed volumes were
down and to expect a loss in next
month's report.
Construction of the new GeroPsych unit in the hospital is moving forward steadily, Bailey
reported, and is on time for opening at the end of July.
Construction of the clinic construction in the Benton Walrnart is
also underway and should be
ready to open at the start of July.

Confederate soldiers and other
memorials. Other events that
take place across the Southeast
include church services, reenactments of battles and events
from the Civil War as well as
displays of guns, letters, medals,
money, photos and other period
relics.

•Conway favors...
From Front
zens.
Conway told reporters on
Wednesday that he disagreed
with Republican Rand Paul's
opposition to birthright citizenship. Conway said the 14th
Amendment makes clear that
"anyone who is born in this

country should be a citizen."
Paul. who won the GOP
nomination to run for the seat of
retiring Sen. Jim Bunning, had
said in a television interview
shortly after the primary election that he opposes citizenship
for children born in the U.S. to
parents who are illegal immigrants.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Jewelers Since 1961

Diamond
Engagement
Rings

Open 8 a.m -9 p.m. Fri. & Sat., Sun. thru Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
270-436-5496
www.cypreasspringeresort.corn
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

Across From McDonalcis

r
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We Take Trade-Ins

www.finleyshouseofdiamonds.corn
112 N. 12" Street - Murray, KY - 270-761-4367
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Voters hate partisan rancor but fuel growth

WASHINGTON (AP) --- filibuster rules allow a united
People say they don't like parti- minority party to stop all but a
san gridlock in Washingt.m. But few bills.
they're voting in ways almost
Even before these recent pricertain to increase it, by punish- maries. Congress was pushing
ing politicians who cooperate the limits of partisanship. This
with the opposing party and year's landmark health care law
rewarding ideological purity passed
without a single
Mrs. Dorothy Montgomery
A graveside service for Mrs. Dorothy Montgomery will be Friday that pushes both sides to the Republican vote. President
Barack Obama's visit last
at 10 a.m. at the New Concord Cemetery. Rev. Tim Palmer will offi- fringes
In the past few weeks. Tuesday with Republican senaciate. Visitation will be at the J.H. C'hurchill Funeral Home from 4
to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences may be made at Democratic voters have ousted tors dissolved into testy
one of Congress' best-known exchanges, no thaw in hostilities
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.corn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray Calloway centrists, Sen. Arlen Specter of apparent.
Pennsylvania, and forced anothIndeed, to many political
County Hospice House, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Montgomery, 86, Murray. died Tuesday. June I. 2010, at 10 er, Sen. Blanche Lincoln of activists, merely talking with the
Arkansas. into a difficult pri- other party is unforgivable.
p.m. at Spring Creek Heath Care.
South Carolina's Charleston
She was a homemaker and a member of Coldwater United mary runoff June 8.
Republican activists ended County Republican Party conMethodist Church.
Her husband, Robert (Bob) Montgomery. preceded her in death. the career of conservative three- demned Sen. Lindsey Graham,
Born September 25, 1923, she was the daughter of the late Tiny and term Sen. Bob Bennett of Utah R-S.C., last year for underminin part because he had worked ing "Republican leadership and
Vidie Fergerson Shackelford.
Survivors include one son, Tom Montgomery and wife, Rita, and with a Democrat on a hearth care party solidarity" by working
two grandchildren, Lindsey and Abby Montgomery, all of bill, which went nowhere. In with Democrats on an energy
Owensboro; two cousins, Margaret Mefford, Franklin, Tern.. and Arizona, they have sent a once- bill that remains stalled.
famous maverick, Sen. John
The American Conservative
Joe Montgomery, Nashville, Tenn.
McCain, scurrying to the right to Union gives Graham a lifetime
save his political skin.
score of 89.68 percent, a fraction
Mrs. Mable Perry
Aside from good political higher than those of GOP stalThe funeral for Mrs. Mable Perry will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at St.
theater, these dynamics pro- warts Orrin Hatch of Utah and
John's Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. Burial will follow in the
foundly affect government poli- Mitch McConnell of Kentucky,
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. at
cy. Efforts to revamp energy, the Senate's Republican leader.
the church. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
immigration and other big poliIn upstate New York, conserarrangements.
cies have flagged largely vative activists were so incensed
Mrs. Perry,96 Murray, died Thursday. May 27, 2010, at 3:15 p.m.
because of partisan divisions, by a Republican House nomiat the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Preceding her in death
especially in the Senate. where nee's centrist views that they
were her husband. Fred Earl Perry; two sons, Wallace Earl and
Lloyd Brendall Perry; four brothers; and two sisters. Born June 22,
1913, she was the daughter of the late Will and Safronia Blanton
Marvel.
She attended the Madam C.!. Walker School of Beauticians and
WASHINGTON (AP) - hibited under the proposal.
worked at the defense industry plant at Paducah. She was a sales Airline
passengers
would Airlines would also have to give
representative for Keystone Laboratories Inc.. and later in life she receive as much as $1.300 for passengers timely notice of
joined a traveling gospel quartet.
being bumped from a flight and flight status changes.
Survivors include two daughters, Safronia A. Holland, would have 24 hours to cancel
The proposal would extend a
Washington. D.C.. and Helen R. Perry-Kitrell, Murray; three sons, reservations without penalty. requirement to foreign airlines
Lewis E. Perry and Ordrain G. Perry and wife, Matlene, all of among other consumer .protec- that they have contingency plans
Murray, and Charles L. Perry and wife. Janet, Washington, D.C.; tions proposed Wednesday by for returning passengers to tertwo God-daughters. Ada Morgan and husband, Steve, Augusta, Ga., the Obama administration.
minals if they've been kept waitand Ruth DeCoy and husband, Louis, Rosamond Calif.; brother-in
Currently, airlines must pay ing on tarmacs for prolonged
law, John Perry, Capron, Va.; sister-in-law, Mrytle Marvel, Chicago, up to $800 for involuntary periods. A rule requiring U.S.
III.; daughter-in-law, Anita Perry, Big Bear, Calif.: 19 grandchildren; bumping of passengers.
carriers have contingency plans
15 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren; host of
The new rules, which will for international flights struck
nieces and nephews.
likely go into effect later this on runways went into effect in
year, would also require airlines April. A flat prohibition on waits
Mrs. June Smith
to fully and prominently dis- that last longer than three hours
The funeral for Mrs. June Smith will be today (Thursday) at 2 close baggage fees as well as was also imposed on domestic
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Larry refunds and expense reimburse- flights at that time.
Logsdon will officiate. Burial will follow in the ment when bags are not delivTransportation Department
Marshall County Memory Gardens, Benton. ered on time, provide special officials said Wednesday they
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
notice any time baggage fees are are considering whether a firm
Mrs. Smith, 70, Benton. died Monday, May 31. increased, and notify passengers three-hour limit should be
2010, at 5:57 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, buying tickets whether they extended to international flights
Paducah. She was a homemaker and a member of must pay to check up to two by U.S. and foreign carriers.
Union Hill Church of Christ.
bags.
They're asking the airline indusPreceding her in death were her husband,
Price increases after a ticket try and the public to comment
Kenneth Neal Smith, and one daughter, Tammie is purchased would also be pro- on that prospect,
Rene Smith. Born in the Olive community of
Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late
Smith
Lawrence and Mildred Walker Lamb.
Survivors include one daughter, Debra Wagner, Winnetoon,
Neb.; two sons, Warren Ken Smith and Wade Neal Smith, both of
Benton; two sisters, Gilda Driver, Benton, and Betty Jo Brown,
Louisville; one brother. Gary Lamb, Benton; seven grandchildren;
10 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
The officials said the George
U.S. is considering dispatching Washington's
deployment
the massive aircraft carrier USS would be separate from the
George Washington to the upcoming exercises.
waters where North Korea
The latest plans to bolster
allegedly sank a South Korean military cooperation in the
warship, defense officials said Yellow Sea was aimed specifiWednesday.
cally at sending a message to
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - similar complaint among crews
The deployment of the North Korea that the U.S. would
For days now, Dr. Damon deployed for the 1989 Exxon
nuclear-powered carrier, one of help defend South Korea if necDietrich has seen patients come Valdez spill in Alaska.
the world's largest warships, essary.
through his emergency room at
BP and U.S. Coast Guard would represent a major
show of
The deployment of the airWest Jefferson Medical Center officials have said dehydration,
force by the U.S., which has craft carrier would be seen as a
with similar symptoms: respira- heat, food poisoning or other
vowed to protect South Korea particularly aggressive move by
tory problems, headaches and unrelated factors may have
and is seeking to blunt aggres- the United States because of its
nausea.
caused the workers' symptoms. sion from North
Korea.
sheer size. According to a Navy
In the past week, II workers The Louisiana Department of
An international investiga- website, the carrier is 244 feet
who have been out on the water Health and Hospitals is investition last month blamed North high from keel to mast and can
cleaning up oil from BP's gating.
Korea for torpedoing a South accommodate some 6,250 crew
blown-out well have been treatBrief contact with small Korean navy
vessel, the members.
ed for what Dietrich calls "a pat- amounts of light crude oil and
Cheonan, in March. killing 46
Built in the 1980s, the carrier
tern of symptoms" that could dispersants are not harmful. sailors.
uses two nuclear reactors that
have been caused by the burning Swallowing small amounts of
Two U.S. defense officials, would allow it to steam almost
of crude oil, noxious fumes from oil can cause upset stomach.
who spoke on condition of 18 years before needing to refuthe oil or the dispersants vomiting and diarrhea. Long- anonymity
because the decision el.
dumped in the Gulf to break it term exposure to dispersants,
had not been made, said that a
The sinking of the Cheonan
up. All workers were treated arid however,can cause central nerv- decision
on deployment was was South Korea's worst milireleased.
ous system problems. or do likely
by week's end.
tary disaster since the Korean
"One person comes in. it damage to blood, kidney's or livLast week. the Pentagon War, which started 60 years ago
could be multiple things,- he ers, according to the Centers For announced
that it was planning and ended in a cease-tire in
said. "Eleven people conic in Disease Control and Prevention.
two major military exercises 1953. No formal peace treaty
with these symptoms, it makes it
In the six weeks since the with South Korea
to take place was ever signed, and more than
incredibly suspicious."
Deepwater Horizon rig explod- in the
"near future." The exer- 28.000 U.S. troops remain staFew studies have examined ed. killing 11 workers, an esti- cises
were to focus in part on tioned in the south, a critical
long-term health effects of oil mated 21 million to 45 million anti-submarine
operations.
regional ally.
exposure. But some of the work- gallons of crude has poured into
beaches
Coast
Gulf
the Gulf of Mexico. Hundreds of
ers trolling
and heading out into the marsh- BP contractors have fanned out
es and waters have complained along the Gulf spraying chemicals to break up the oil.
about flu-like symptoms Mrs. Hazel Cunningham. 84, Murray, died Wednesday. June 2.
2010, at 5:18 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com

backed a tea party candidate and Associated Press-GfK poll, 84
handed a special election to an percent said it was important
underdog Democrat. Tea party that any health care plan have
leaders said the sacrifice was support from both panics in
worthwhile.
Congress.
Voters who want bipartisanVoters' behavior, however.
ship are mostly in the political often works against such sentimiddle, said Nebraska Democrat ments.
Ben Nelson, one of the Senate's
"People will tell you they
most centrist members. Activists don't like partisanship, but their
on the left and right often domi- solution is, 'The other side
nate the nomination process, and should give in to us,- said
demand ideological loyalty, he Emory University political scisaid.
entist Alan Abramowitz, author
'You squeeze the middle out, of 'Voice of the People:
and then there will be more crit- Elections and Voting in the
icism of the lack of bipartisan- United States."
ship' without an awareness of
Centrist candidates are espe'why there is less bipartisan- cially threatened when a comship, Nelson said. He noted ;hat parative few motivated activists
a liberal group ran ads attacl.ing choose party nominees before
him last year when he refused to general election voters come
support a government-run health into play.
insurance option.
Utah GOP convenuon-goers
"It's counterproductive think- who ousted Bennett on May 8
ing," he said, 'and counterpro- not only derided his efforts to
ductive voting."
craft a health care bill with Sen.
On the surface, at least, peo- Ron Wyden, D-Ore.. but they
ple say they want bipartisan or also taunted him with chants of
nonpartisan cooperation.
"TARP,TARP."
In a January poll by NBC
His sin? He was among 74
News and the Wall Street senators who voted for the 2008
Journal, 93 percent agreed there bank bailout bill for Troubled
is too much partisan fighting Asset Relief Program) pushed
between
Democrats
and by President George W. Bush, a
Republicans. In a March Republican

DOT: Airlines to pay bumped passengers more

U.S. may send
carrier to Korea

Oil spill workers
suffer from exposure

Man recovers his
wallet lost in 1941
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)It took 69 years, but a World
War 11 veteran from Sandy.
Utah, finally has his wallet back.
Eighty-eight-year-old Robert
Bell lost it at a Navy vocational
school in Chicago in 1941.
Among other things it held his
Social Security card and photos
of the youthful Bell and his
future wife.
The Salt Lake Tribune
reports that electrician Bob
Jordan found it in the mid-60s in

a school crawl space. He tried
unsuccessfully over the years to
find the owner.
Late last year, a Chicago-area
American Legion post and
Congressman Peter Roskam got
involved. They enlisted the aid
of
the
Social
Security
Administration, which tracked
him down.
Bell was stunned by its return
and is now looking forward to
showing the photos to his son.

Salem Baptist
Church
June 6-10
6:00-8:30 p.m.

"This administration believes financially troubled condition tif
consumers are entitled to strong the airline industry, LaHood said
and effective protections when he believes airlines Can factor
they
fly,"
Transportation the new rules into their schedSecretary Ray LaHood said.
ules with causing disruptions in
Currently, airlines may limit service.
compensation to $400 for involJames May, president of the
untary bumping of passengers if Air Transport Association,
the carrier arranges substitute which represents major carriers,
transportation scheduled to said airlines would evaluate the
arrive at the passenger's ckstina- proposals "with a focus on mintion one to two hours after the imizing potential passenger
passenger's original scheduled inconvenience."
arrival for domestic flights, or
Bumpings due to overbookone to four hours for internation- ing are becoming a more freal flights.
quent occurrence. They rose in
They limit compensation to three of the past four years and
$800 if the substitute transports- Jumped 10 percent to 762,422 in
lion is scheduled to arrive more 2009, the highest total since
than two hours later for domes- 2002. They soared i7 percent in
tic flights, or more than four this year's first quarter.
hours later for international
Airlines are required to first
flights.
ask for volunteers before involThe proposed rule would untarily bumping ticket holders.
increase the limits to $650 and They can reward volunteers
$1,300. respectively, and adjust with travel vouchers, but people
those limits every two years forced off flights must be paid in
inflation every two years.
cosh or check. Critics say airWhile acknowledging the lines often flout that rule.
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What new budget
will and won't do
Talk of a budget impasse
turned to talk of budget passage in Frankfort around 11
PM Friday as lawmakers neared
the end of a six-day special
session by passing a $17 billion two-year spending plan
that slashes spending by at
least $1 billion front 2009 levels and doesn't raise a single
tax.
The bare-bones 2010-2012
Executive Branch budget package, which includes the state
spending plan and a revenue
plan, includes sirtually all the
recommendations in the governor's latest compromise budget, along with specific House
and Senate provisions required
to help the state weather a
budget shortfall of at least $1
billion over the next budget
cycle.
Both the governor and the
General Assembly agreed early
in the 2010 Regular Session - which ended last month -,that there would be no new taxes
Tin any budget that was passed.
The plan. instead. was to reach
a deal that would avoid a government shutdown while plugging the expected two-year
shortfall.
It's a $17.3 billion, twoyear plan. with no new taxes
and no lay-offs of career
employees. We are living within our means.
Much of state government
will see 3.5 percent cuts in
the budget's first year and an
additional 1 percent cut in the
second to help overcome a
deficit topping $1 billion.
SEEK will not be cut for
our schools. and Medicaid will
be streamlined under a plan
supported by Governor Beshear
and the Cabinet for Health and
Family Services.
Postsecondary schools will
be cut just 1.4 percent in the
first year and an additional one
percent in the second.
Other agencies exempted or
not subject to full cuts include:
Kentucky State Police, prosecutors, public defenders. KET.
community-based services, and
economic development.
In addition, there will be
more than 55(() million in
agency bonds.
These are for university projects that will generate their
. own revenue (dorniitories, for
example) and make their own
bond service payments, and for
water and sewer loans authorized by the Kentucky Infrastructure Authority.
Health insurance/Retirement:
Our budget offers $70 million
more than the last budget for
employee health insurance.
,
We will continue offering a
free basic health plan that is
better than what is currently
offered and very comparable
to the private sector. We also
provide 76 percent of the cost
of a family basic plan.
The state's health policy
board will determine other plans
in time for open enrollment in
October.
Our budget fully funds the

2008 timeline
designed to
end
the
long-terni
deficit in
our public
pension
systems.
Other
efficienchileps ta)fic
Legislative
the
Update
across-thehoard cuts By Rep. Melvin
Henley
and total
D-Murray
about $300
million for
the biennium.
They include a $166 million reduction in contracts. $20
million in savings from fewer
political appointees; and $114
million in basic efficiencies.
Many other states are in
worse condition: Minnesota has
about one million people more
than Kentucky. but its deficit
is twice as large. Illinois has
a deficit eight times as big,
and New Jersey's is a third of
its budget.
On unemploytnent insurance.
this new law is the result of
more than a year of work done
by labor and business leaders
who were part of a task force
created to study the issue.
This plan will save businesses about VAX) million over
a 10-year period versus a federally-imposed solution.
The unemployment insurance fund is about $800 million in the red because of high
unemployment.
That money, borrowed from
the federal government, has to
be repaid eventually. Many
states are in a similar situation with their unemployment
insurance fund.
This law will help the Commonwealth's 86,000 employers
and more than two million
workers. The law represents
shared sacrifice: Employees will
see a slight reduction in benefits, and employers will gradually see their payments
increase.
The budget. passed and sent
to the governor for his signature on Friday, accomplishes
these goals through cuts of 3.5
percent in fiscal year 2011 and
4.5 percent in 2012 for most
state agencies—with lesser cuts
for postsecondary education and
Corrections—increased government efficiencies, limited new
bond indebtedness (which
means no newly authorized
water or sewer projects for
Kentucky communities this next
budget cycle) and funding from
the revenue plan.
Exempt from across-theboard cuts that most agencies
will face are Medicaid. meritbased
KEES scholarships
earned by thousands of Kentucky high school students each
year, and per-pupil funding that
public schools receive through
the state's SEEK formula
designed to equalize education
funding among school districts.
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Enjoying the sound of silence
Summer days in Paducah,
Ky., are busy. Downtown, residents are going to work, stopping for coffee, pausing on the
sidewalk to chat with neighhors and friends. Tourists
admire the flood wall murals,
remarking on the rich cultural
heritage of the small city on
the Ohio River. In Old Town,
visitors marvel at the outdoor
sculptures and the architecture
of renovated historic buildings.
On days like this, there is
a hum of activity in the city.
If it is hot outside - which it
often is from June to some
time in October in west Kentucky - you might seek the
shade and revel in the peace
and pulchritude of the National Quilt Museum at 215 Idferson Street.
Front and center in the main
gallery is the winner of the
2010 Best of Show award, entitied "Tribute to Tolkien."
This quilt, the first one
you see, is nothing like the
homespun bed covering that
your
grandmother
pieced
together during the Great
Depression. The stunning creation glitters in the subdued
light,
The scene depicted is a
medieval one. A knight and a
lady face one another, a wizard standing between them.
Heraldic symbols line the bor-

ders. Above the threesome are title of this
treacherous mythical creatures piece
is
- a dragon breathing fire, birds "Graffiti,
with murderous talons and bat- Sunflowers
like wings. Below, dark steeds & Bricks,"
gallop on a dreamscape of sky and it is
and 'twinkling stars.
quilted
to
Besides the award-winning simulate a
quilts from this year's annual brick -like
show, the main gallery dis- texture. The
plays winners from past years. word "sunA special corner of the gallery flower" is
Main Street
contains miniature quilts. The printed grafBy Constance
maximum size of these tiny mar- fiti
style.
Alexander
vels is 24 by 24 inches.
each letter
Ledger & Times
They are illuminated by a exploding in
Columnist
unique system that protects the vibrant red
delicate fabrics yet allows view- and outlined
ers to discern the painstaking in startling yellow.
craftsmanship of these miniThe Sunflower quilts bnng
masterpieces.
up another aspect of visiting
In another gallery of the Quilt the museum. In stark contrast
Museum,Golden Oldies are cur- to the bright busyness of sumrently on view. Every year, the mer in the city, the galleries
museum chooses a traditional are tranquil and quiet.
pattern and challenges quilt
Docents and visitors speak
makers to explore variations in hushed voices, but someon that theme. This year it is how the quilts themselves speak
the Sunflower pattern, and quit- in many voices. Some murmur
ters from all over the country or shout: others whisper or
have responded.
giggle, beckon or beg.
A husband and wife team.
One of the Sunflower quilts
Judy and Bill Woodworth. were seems to sigh. It is titled "No
inspired by giant sunflowers that Forwarding Address" and it
grow outside their brick home pictures a line-up of rural mailin Gering. Nebraska.
boxes.
The painted, wholecloth quilt
Two are closed and one is
was designed and quilted by opened and empty. Shaggy sunJudy. with the painting coin- flowers hover like pallbearers;
pliments of her husband. The their heads droop, as if in

mourning for the one who went
away and left no forwarding
address.
Contrasting with the contemporary images of sunflowers are antique quilts in the
traditional Sunflower pattern.
In addition, another gallery features contemporary works from
Studio Art Quilt Associates,
that will be on display until
July 6. The Sunflower quilts
are up until June 15.
Whatever the exhibit, spending time at the Quilt Museum
on a summer day is as peaceful and provocative as sitting
in a porch rocker thinking lots
of thoughts - big and small.
The National Quilt Museum is open to the public yearround:
Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.
- 5 p.m. (central time)
Between April 1 - October 31, the museum is also
open Sunday, 1 - 5 p.m.
Admission is $10 for adults,
$8 for seniors, $6 for students,
with a group rate of $5 each
for groups of 15 or more. For
additional information, log on
to www.quiltmuseum.org. The
phone number is 270-442-8856.
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newwave
comm.com
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Life's a twinkling and that's for certain
I have written in another
column that "life is a miracle." and I know that to be
true, but because of a recent
health crisis, I also understand
the brevity of life. As the
singer/songwriter Carrie Newcorner put it. "life's a twinkling. that's for certain." And
because life is so short, I hope
I can say a proper thank you
to so many of you who have
showered our family with love,
The paramedic had just delivered me to a room at western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
"You have a lot of good neighbors," he said. I don't remember it at all, but he said that
a crowd of my neighbors gathered around me when I collapsed on Fairlane Street less
than a block from my home.
In the days following my heart
surgery I learned the truth of
the paramedic's statement. My
family, neighbors. and friends
helped sustain me during those
hard days.
My Earl Court neighbors
came to the rescue immediately. Alesia Knight saved my
life with CPR and Tony Knight
called the ambulance. When
1 was revived, Alan Jones put
me in the ambulance. Raymood and Susan Sims came
to the emergency room to check
on me, and Raymond drove to
Paducah to see me alter the
surgery. The emergency room
staff at the Murray/Calloway
County hospital. including
Diane Miller, could not have
been nicer or more efficient,
Evelyn, of course. rushed home.
to be by my side—she is the
rock of our family—and my
trusted friends. Gary and Katy
Garth, kept me company in
the emergency room and later
at Western Baptist. Tim Fortner, one of Murray's finest
police officers and my broth-

er-in-law, and June. Evelyn's
sister, and their daughter Lexi
took care of me too.
Because the cardiologist
was out of town, my faithful
family physician, Daniel Butler, decided that it would be
best to take me to Paducah's
Western Baptist Hospital. Evelyn's sister Marilyn is a pediatrics nurse there. and Kent
Seaton, our cousin, is a nurse
there as well. Kern and Marilyn. and Evelyn's other xisters, Rebecca and June, checked
up on me often.
Evelyn's friends, Beth White,
and Gary and Katy came to
sit with Evelyn during the four
hour surgery. as did my brother and sister-in-law. Evelyn's
sisters, aunt and uncle and
cousin. Our friend. Janice
Durham. from Newburgh, lndiana, came to be with Evelyn
for several days.
Murray State colleagues Jim
Humphreys, Jim Clinger, Charlotte Beahan. Ted and Lavinna Belue. and Ken and Deanna Wolf. and church friends
Marty Davenport and Jeff Stewart came to check on me before
and after the surgery. Joe and
Carolyn Outland from Calvert
City came as well. Jay Pitman, the son of Martha and
W. J. Pitman and an anesthesiologist at Western Baptist,
visited with me before and
after the surgery.
Bob and Sheree Mantooth,
the couple who introduced Evelyn and me to each other, drove
down from Owensboro. and
Judge Tim and Karen Langford, stalwart friends. came
from their farm in Hickman.
Old and dear friends from high
school drove from Webster
County to check on me. Alan
Vaughn and Steve and Sherry
Duncan came to the hospital
to visit when I was still woozy

from the surgery. as did
Wilma and
Mike Branson's daughter. Amanda
Guzik. from
Lone Oak.
M y
dear brother
Steve and
his
wife
and
way
Sharon made
numerous
By James
trips to Pad- Duane Bolin
ucah from Ledger & limes
Columnist
their home
in Hopkins
County to comfort me. And
the Saturday before the surgery, my daughter Cammie Jo.
who has an aversion to hospitals, braved the sights and
smells to watch the Kentucky
Derby with me in my hospital room. Despite the various
tubes and cords to which I
was hooked up, she sat close
by me as we watched Calvin
Borel win his third Derby in
the last four years. I had planned
to fly up to New Haven, rent
a car, and help Wesley pack
up for the summer, and drive
back to Murray.
Wesley somehow found a
way to load everything up,
check an extra bag, and fly
back to Nashville where his
friends picked him up and
drove to Murray. Wesley made
it back the same day that I
came home from the hospital.
He hugged me gingerly and I
realized that my boy had grown
up.
When I got home. Alesia
Knight came over to check my
blood pressure. I hugged her
and thanked her the best 1
could. Raymond Sims and
Bonnie Adams mowed our lawn
several times. In fact, one
morning. we looked out the win-

dow to see Raymond mowing
one side of the yard, Rechelle
Jones the other side, and Bonnie the back yard. On another day, Rob McDonald took time
out from a busy season as
Murray State's head baseball
coach to come with his son
Grant to mow and weedeat.
Boyd Smith, my minister
at church, and his wife Wanda
prayed with me in the hospital. My former pastor, Henry
Webb. and my present pastor,
Sam Rainer, came to talk with
me at home. And one day,
two of my oldest friends, Mark
Russell, a fine veterinarian in
Huntsville, Alabama, and Steve
Duncan, a basketball guru from
Webster County, came together to visit me. Mark and Steve
were my two closest friends
from our sixth grade year
together at Dixon Grade School
through our graduation from
Webster County High School.
We scattered after our high
school graduation, but their generous visit meant more to me
than they will ever know. Kay
Hays and Terry Stricter and
the History Department, Ted
Brown and the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts. Kate
Reeves at the Wrather Museum, and Kenny and Alice Startup, in Walnut Ridge, Arkansas.
sent flowers and plants.
It is impossible to list the
family. friends. neighbors, and
colleagues who sent cards and
emails and made phone calls.
I only wish it would be possible to bring everyone together in a great reunion someday,
maybe not in this life, but
someday. After all, as Carrie
Newcomer sings. "life's a twinkling, that's for certain, but
it's such a fine thing. And
we'll take up where we left
off when we all meet again.-
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NEW MURRAY ART GUILD EXHIBIT: A reception will be held from 6-8 p.m. Friday at the
Murray Art Guild for the opening of an exhibit of "paper applique" art by Jody Stokes-Casey
(Pictured above). The exhibit will be on display June 2-25. "Stokes-Casey is an art educator
from Milan, Tenn.," said MAG director Debi Henry Danielson. "Her work is colorful and graphic with hint of narrative and humor. The paper applique technique she has developed is like
painting with paper. This is a delightful exhibition not to miss."

Laser shows now happening at LBL
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky.. Land Between The Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area and
"Friends of LBL- bring music to
life through Laser Light Music
Shows. From Pink Floyd to
Johnny Cash, these popular
shows offer something for every
music lover. Come out and
experience laser lights synchronized to music the entire family
will enjoy. Shows are at the
Golden Pond
Planetarium
Tuesdays ($5), Fridays ($6), and
every' other Saturday ($10) at 7
and 8:30pm.
Throughout the summer
LaserCountry. LaserRetro, and
LaserPop will feature artists
such as Garth Brooks. Willie

Nelson. U2, Led Zeppelin,
George Strait, The Beach Boys.
The Beatles and many more.
Group discounts are available. Seating is limited and
doors open 30 minutes before
show times so those interested
are encouraged to arrive early or
on time. Reservations may be
made for the Saturday evening
shows only by calling (270)
924-2154. For a complete
schedule and more detailed
information. visit "Friends of
LBL" at www.friendsofIbLorg
or www.lbl.org. Laser Light
Music Shows are made possible
in part by Cadiz-Trigg County
Tourist Commission, ParisHenry County Chamber of
Commerce, Grand
Rivers

Ice House Gallery holds yard sale
Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD. Ky. -- The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild will clean out the Ice House attic and hold a spring
yard sale beginning at 8 a.m. June 11 and 12. Lots of
books, games, quilting and craft simplies, collectables.
and other odds and ends will be offered for sale to benefit the art center's programs and events.
Nearly 90 percent of the operating budget for the ice
House Art Center comes from donations. Founded in
1990, the art center supports and promotes the arts
through educational programs and events, and serves as
a gathering place for the community. Through its
exhibits, workshops and gift shop, the non-profit center
offers unique opportunities for people of all ages and
abilities. Please shop the yard sale and help the guild
continue its mission to enrich the community and the
lives of its citizens through the arts.
The Ice House Gallery. located at 120 North Eighth
St. in Mayfield, is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Regular hours are Tuesdays through Fridays from
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Admission is free. For more information or to
donate items for the sale, contact the Mayfield Graves
County Art Guild at (270) 247-6971.
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Tourism Commission, and
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. LBL information and maps are available on
our website at www.lbLorg or by
calling 1-800-LBL-7077 or 270924-2000. Visitors are encouraged to review the Web site each
season, and throughout the season, for our Calendar of Events.
updates on programs and policies and teniporary trail and road
closures.

Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park is very pleased to
announce its third show of the 2010 season
"Smoke on the Mountain." Show dates are June
11-27, with Friday and Saturday night shows at 7
p.m. and Sunday matinees at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are
available on the theatre's website, playhouseintheparkmet. via telephone at 759-1752. or at the
box office during regular office hours. The office
is open Mondays. Tuesdays. and Fridays from 1-5
p.m.. Thursdays from 9-11:30 a.m., and closed on
Wednesdays.
"Smoke on the Mountain" takes place in 1938.
in Mount Pleasant, N.C., where the Rev. Mervin
Oglethorpe has invited the Sanders Family
Singers to provide an uplifting evening of singing
and witnessing. The Sanders perform more than
two dozen songs, many of them vintage hymns
and southern gospel/bluegrass favorites. including
"Church in the Wildwood," "I'll Hy Away.- and
"Whispering Hope." In between songs, the
Sanders share their "testimonies-, which are often
hilarious. sometimes poignant, and always entertaining. As Rev. Oglethorpe say's. "The Sanders
are a surprise a minute!"
Cast members are Bill Phillips, Julie Stone,
Kati Ponder. Jessica Moore, Joshua Byrne. Robert
Lyons, and Brian T. O'Neill. Accompanying the

Sanders Family will be local favorite Poor Farm
Road Band. Lisa Cope, who is directing this show
for the fourth time. said, "Smoke on the
Mountain' is always one of my favorites. I grew
up on Southern gospel music. This music and
these characters are as genuine as it gets. If you
want to see a show that will have you smiling and
humming when you leave, this is it."

Murray State holds trumpet workshop
Special to the Ledger
In its .20th year, the Murray State University
Trumpet Workshop has been designed to provide
an intensive experience for serious middle and
high school trumpet players. Participants will benefit from the expertise of Dr. Eric Swisher. a
nationally recognized trumpet teacher and performer.
Workshop activities will include master classes, lectures, trumpet ensemble rehearsals as well
as other activities. The workshop will culminate

with a recital by: participants. the goal of this
workshop is to give students the means to sustain
musical growth well beyond their time on the
MSU campus.
MSU Trumpet Workshop will be held June 1315, 2010. If you would like to download a
brochure containing information about the workshop they can be located at: http://murraystatetrumpets.corn/rnimpetworkshop.aspx.
For further information contact Dr. Eric
Swisher at 809-2335 or enc.swisher@murraystate edit.s

Cadiz Arts Fest features Murray
Art Guild, Constance Alexander
Special to the Ledger
CADIZ. Ky. - Plans have
been finalized for the Cadiz
Community Arts Festival, which
will be held Saturday.
Beginning at 2 p.m.. the festival will feature arts organizations at the Farmers Market
including Trigg County Quitters
Guild. Watercolor Artists Guild
of Trigg. Lyon and Caldwell
counties, Lakeland Artisans
Guild, Murray Art Guild,
Hopkinsville Art Guild, and Art
Guild of Paducah. Two jewelry
artists will have their work
introduced with a trunk show
inside the Janice Mason Art
Museum. Artist demonstrations
are scheduled outdoors throughout the afternoon. Food will be
available and activities are
planned for children, including
the opportunity to help with the
"Little River- mural. Winners of
JMAM's annual poetry contest
will have the opportunity to read
their entries on the Renaissance
stage. Constance Alexander will
also read from her writings
including her spoken opera "The

Way Home" on the life of the
late Cadiz artist Kathy Kohne.
"Our goal for the festival is to
raise awareness of the arts, not
to raise money, so we are thankful to have the support of the
Tourist Commission and the
City of Cadiz," said .IMAM
administrator Paula Lisowsky.
"We're really excited to give the
community an opportunity to
interact with art and artists and
to showcase the area's rich traditions of art and music to visitors.X-traordinary
Gentlemen
will take the stage at 4 p.m. with
their blues and classic rock, then
the Cadiz Community Arts
Festival will conclude with
another local favorite, "Cat
Daddy,- from 6-9 p.m.

The Cadiz Community Arts
Festival will be canceled if the
weather is very' bad. The Janice
Mason Art Museum is open
Tuesdays - Saturdays from I()
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays from
1-4 p.m. Evening hours can be
arranged
for
group
tours.Admission is free; donations are greatly appreciated.
Southern
Kentucky'
Independent Theatre and Janice
Mason Art Museum are subsidiaries
of
the
Cadiz
Community Arts Center. The
Kentucky Arts Council, the state
arts agency, supports the Cadiz
Community Arts Center with
state tax dollars and federal
funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

Arts in the Region
• Paducah s Market House
Theatre presents Rodgers and
Hammerstein's
"Cinderella"
Thursdays through Sundays
June-20. Sunday shows are at
2:30 p.m. and the rest are at
7:30 p.m. For tickets, call (270)
visit
Or
444-5828
www.mhtplay.com
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"City Island" Friday through
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• The Jackson Purchase
Friends of Bluegrass hosts a
night
free
at
bluegrass
Dratfenville's Kentucky Opry
Friday. Jam sessions begin at
6:30 p.m and bands play at 7:30
p.m. There will be also be a
Conway Twitty and Loretta Lynn
tribute at 8 p.m. Saturday. There
is no entry fee for performers
and no admission charge for
writers. For tickets, call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
• Gallery 109 & Fairbanks
Studios' Spnng Exhibition will be
in display at the gallery's 109
North Third St. through June 17.
Hours are Thursdays and
Fridays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Saturday from noon to 3

pm
• 'Mitchell Chamberlain
Recent Works" will be on display
until June 20 at Janice Mason
Art Museum in Cadiz
• Comedian Tim Hawkins will
perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
June 18 at Paducah's Carson
Center. For tickets, visit
www.thecersoncenterorg or call
(270) 444-0065.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
at
Teague
753-1916 or
hteaguett murrayledger corn.
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MSU Robotics Camps gearing up for start
Special to the Ledger
With an approach to provide
robotics experiences for more
students than ever before, the
Murray
State
University
Robotics 2010 Camps are gearing up for an expanded set of
offerings. Dr. Tom Lough, camp
co-director, said, "Even though
we are offering more sessions
than ever this year. there are
only a limited number of openings remaining. If anyone is
interested in these camps, now is
the time to register." The first
series of camps begins on June
7.
The regular robotics camps
for boys and girls in grades 4-8
are for participants who enjoy
science, technology and creativity. During five three-hour sesi'hoto provided
sions, campers will work in Pictured is Camp instructor Jeff Slaton demonstrating an advanced robotics system as part of
teams, build motorized models the
MSU robotics summer camp experience.
with LEGO elements, and then
lion
that rises up on its front feet
June
21-25 Afternoon: professor. Sessions are held in
control them with a special NXT
Grades 6-8: Several openings
Alexander Hall, with convenient
programmable unit and pro- and roars out loud!
Here is the detailed schedule
July 12-16 Morning: Grades parking nearby for parents and
grams downloaded from a comguardians.
puter. Touch and light sensors of sessions showing available 1-3: Several openings
July
12-16
Afternoon:
Each session is limited to no
will be incorporated to add more openings. Morning sessions run
from 9a.m.-12 and afternoon Grades 1-3: Many openings
more than 18 campers. The price
complexity.
July 19-23 Morning: Grades for each morning or afternoon
A brand new camp offering sessions are from 1 a.m.-4 p.m.
camp session is $135. To downfor younger learners in grades 1- Those interested should register 1-3: Several openings
July
19-23
Afternoon: load a Robotics Day Camp
3 is an exciting development now for the session of choice
Grades 1-3: Many openings
brochure and registration form,
that will be offered at MSU for before it is closed.
June 7-11 Morning: Grades
In all camp sessions, empha- please visit: http://campus.murthe first time. It is based on the
sis will be placed on teamwork. raystate.edu/robotics/ . To regisnew WeDo robotics kit from 6-8 and 9-1 I: Session closed
June 7-11 Afternoon: Grades creativity, technology, science, ter by phone. call 12701 809LEGO that allows campers to
math and fun. The camp staff is 3659 or 1-800-669-7654 ext.
design, build and control excit- 4-6: Very few openings
June 14-18 Morning: Grades made up of award-winning local 3659. Registration questions
ing motorized models using
teachers and other trained pro- may be sent by email to
LEGO elements. Campers will 4-6: Several openings
June
14-18
Afternoon: fessionals with robotics experi- janeen.winters(4'murraystate.ed
learn how to make a pair of
crazy dancing birds or build an Grades 6-8 and 9-11: Few open- ence. The MSU Robotics Camp u creneral questions may be
program is directed by Dr. Tom sent to nancy.strong@coe.muralligator that automatically ings
June 21-25 Morning: Grades Lough, a former LEGO employ- raystate.edu .
chomps down on anything that
ee and Murray State University
comes close, or maybe create a 4-6: Several openings
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Ride for Red Motorcycle Rally
for Red Cross will be Saturday
The t'alloway County Chapter of
American Red Crass will hare its Ride for
Red Motorcycle Rally & Poker Run on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. starting at
Town & ('ountry Motorsports, 1915 St. Rt.
Hwy.94 East. Murray. The cost will be $25.
This includes T-shirt, breakfast, lunch.
one hand of poker, scorecard/map, and one
entry into the door prize and photo shoot
drawings.

Jo's
Datebook

CASA meeting Friday

The board of directors of CASA (court
By Jo Burkeen
Community
appointed special advocate for children) of
Calloway and Marshall County, Inc., will meet
Editor
Friday at 1:30 p.m. in the CASA office at 1003
Poplar St.. Murray. For information call 761-0164 or e-mail
casacc murray-ky.net.

McDaniel Cemetery plans homecoming
McDaniel Cemetery, located on McDaniel Road, east of Almo
and Dexter. will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. A short
business meeting and lunch will start at noon. Contributions to the
cemetery fund will be taken or may be mailed to Howard Coy, 204
Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020.

Local cemetery needs donations
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery is in need of funds for upkeep ol
the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Margaret Nell Boyd.
1102 Vine St., Murray, KY 43071.

Gospel singing Saturday
A Gospel singing will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at Christian Liberty
Fellowship Church. located on 1551 off Hwy. 80 East. The Sounds
of Country Gospel will be the special guests. The public is invited.

Humane Society offering service
The Humane Society of Calloway County is offering $10
inicrochipping at the Rabies Clinic today (Thursday) at Almo Fire
Department from 2-4 p.m. and rteanh Department from 7-8 p.m.
and Friday at Take Me Back Cafe from 2-4 p.m. Also pets can be
microchiped for $10 or for their rabies shots at $7 or for both.
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Scott reunion announced

Lynn and Teeters are speakers for New Beginnings
Specie to the Ledger
By Linda Wright,
co-leader
Jennifer Lynn recently spoke
to New Beginnings Support
Group I NBSG) using Ephesians
2:10. Matthew 6:33, and
Proverbs 14:12 as a key
Scriptures to help describe how
the Christian is God's own
handiwork, recreated in Christ
Jesus, that we may walk in good

Atik
Vera Bradley
PANDORA
Wedding
Registry
Personalized
Paper Goods
so much
more!

works
S
h
e
explained that
the covenant
benefits and
privileges as a
Christian come
as we follow
God's appointed and planned
path.
One
Lynn
who is making
life-changing decisions based on
what is right rather than what
seems right. These decisions
are directed by God's Holy
Spirit. Taking a wrong turn,
getting off the path, allowing
someoae or something to distract or slow us down will keep
us from enjoying God's best and
fulfilling our destiny that God
has planned for us.
Lynn said these things can get
us off the path: Fear, believing
and acting on a lie, rebellion,

sin, pride, greed and materialMurray State
ism. She pointed out that stayUniversity.
ing focused on Jesus and His
Teeters' topteaching in the Bible, staying
ics will be:
humble, and staying in God's
I - My trip
love on His path will bring a life
through reality
that will bring glory to God.
— The process
The next meeting of NBSG
of growth and
will be Saturday at Westside
learning about
Baptist Church on Robertson
substance
Read South just off Hwy 94
Teeters abuse and the
West. The meeting will start at
substance
6:30 p.m. with a potluck meal, abuser. and
followed by keynote speaker,
2. Lessons learned — -How
Phyllis Teeters, Substance we have grown in the substance
Abuse Therapist from Bardwell. abuse field and how and why
Teeters has been a nurse for certain things work in recovery.
many years prior to going into
These meetings are open to the
the substance abuse field. She public. Childcare will be by
received her masters in coun- Justin and Nicole Burcham.
seling at Oakland University in Convenient parking is in the rear
Rochester, Mich. Licensed and of the building. For a ride or
board certified in counseling, more information you may call
she has worked in Methadone Linda or Ron Wright at 753Clinics. Drug Court, and teach- 0156.
es courses about Drug Court at

The annual reunion :A descendants of Willie and Alvin Scott will
be Sunday. June 13. at noon at the Weaks Community Center. A
potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m.

Need Line Tournament Friday
The annual Murray-Calloway County Need Line Golf
Tournament will be Friday with a shotgun tee off at I p.m. at the
Murray Country Club. This will be a four person scramble with
prizes for divisions of men and women. The entry fee is $200 per
team. Also featured will be lunch, door prizes, long drive competi lion and closest to pin competition. For more information contact
Need Line at 753-6333 or Kathy Kopperud at 753-1222.

Kirksey Day on Saturday
The Seventh annual Kirksey Day will be Saturday. from 4 to 7
p.m. at the Kirksey United Methodist Church, Hwy. Ky. 299, at
Kirksey. Featured will be free food of hamburgers. hot dogs, chips,
drinks and desserts. Featured will be at least three groups of gospel
singers. various games including a rock wall and bouncers for the
kids. and Bingo with prizes. The Calloway County Fire House and
Fire Department will be present. The public is urged to attend. For
more information contact Michael Harrison at 489-6140.

Genealogy society will meet
Calloway County Genealogy Society will meet Friday at 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library. Don Heath, president, urges
all members and interested persons to attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Grace recognized at ceremony
Special to the Ledger
Ryan Grace was awarded a
medal at the Grand Recognition
Ceremony at Duke University.
Durham, N.C., on May 24.
Grace received this award
because of a high test score
earned while taking the ACT

exam as part of the Duke Talent
Identification Program's (Duke
TIP) seventh grade talent
search.
To be chosen to participate in
Duke TIP is quite an honor as
the program identifies seventh
graders who have scored at the

704
-11P.

llinq Hills
ur er ‘,1

"Remember allgood
things come.fitnn"

a

Gifts

95th percentile
or above on a
grade -level
achievement
test. These students are invited to participate by taking
above-level
college
e ntrance
exams.(SAT or

TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter 4469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Memorial service is tonight

Grace

Earning an award at the
Grand Recognition Ceremony
places Ryan in the top 3 percent
of all of those qualifying and
testing in Duke TIP. and within
the top 1 percent of middle

II See Page 7A

A memorial service to honor the 40,000 men from Kentucky who
fought for the principles of self-government and the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness will be tonight (Thursday) at 7
p.m. on Murray's Court Square. June 3. a legal holiday in Kentucky.
is set aside to celebrate Confederate Memorial Day and to honor the
birthday of Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy. The celebration will feature reenactors dressed in Civil War period clothing, a 21-gun salute, and music presented by Conny Ottway and her
students.

Rabies Clinic scheduled
The Murray-Calloway County Veterinarians will sponsor Rabies
Clinics today (Thursday) and Friday at the following times:
Thursday, 2-4 p.m. at Almo Fire Station, and 7-8 p.m., Health
Department behind Shell Oil on South 4th Street; Friday, 9-11 a.m.
at New Concord Church of Christ and 2-4 p.m. at Take Me Back
Cafe. The cost will be $7 each for dogs and cats.

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.corn

Transportation
is available for
cancer patients

NEW SHIPMENTS
N 12th Street
Murray, KY

303

(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday:
10am-5pm

Saturda.v:
10am-2pm
t intagerose.com

• Perennial Hibiscus
• Hydrangea

0

• Knock-Out Roses
Perennials

In The Gift Shoo:
• Monogram Flags
• Hand-tuned Wind Chimes
• Glazed Pottery
'ite-orta6,64 Ceeqed/Varaferi

Elm Grove
Baptist Church

June 6-10
S:30 BM pm
Ages 2 - 6th grade

Eli)
Hwy. 94 East • Murray
www.elmgrovemurray.org

The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to
be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1-800-227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
cancer.org.
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Mayfield and Peters
Robyn Jacenta Mayfield and Daniel Lamar Peters announce their
engagement and upcoming marriage.
Miss Mayfield is the daughter of Raymelle Mayfield of Murray
and Robert Mayfield of Nlaytield. She is the granddaughter of the
late Lee and Laurine Griffin of Carthage. Ark., and the late Lobert::
Mayfield and R.B. Mayfield of Mayfield. Her great grandparents
are the late Gladys Ingram Brown and the late Ory T. Ingram of
Murray.
Mr. Peters is the son of George and Brenda Peters of Clarksville.
Tenn. He is the grandson of the late Daniel and Mable Hannon of
Virginia and the late George and Katherine Peters of New York.
The bride-elect. a 2002 graduate of Murray High School, is a
2007 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science
degree in the area of accounting. She also received a master's degree
in business administration in 2(X/9 from Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 2003 graduate of North East High School in
Clarksville. Tenn., attended Austin Peay University in Clarksville.
He is employed as associate supervisor for Electrolux Corp. in
Springfield. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 17. 2010, at 4 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church. Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony at the Woodmen of the World building. located on North 4th
St.. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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Pictured are Shelby Louis, Abby Parker, Sydney Vogt and
Courtney Hodges practicing their flag technique at Spinfest
2009.

Murray Middle School
will host 'Spinfest'
Murray Middle School will host its annual color guard camp.
"Spinfest." starting Monday. June 7. and continuing through Friday.
June 11. from 8 a.m. until noon.
For a registration fee of $75. participants will receive 20 hours of
instruction in basic flag and movement technique, a tlag and pole of
their own to take home. a "Spinfest- t-shirt and snacks for the week.
The camp is open to all girls and boys who are upcoming 6th
graders through upcoming 9th graders. A performance for family
and friends will take place on Friday. June I I, at noon.
Registration forms are available in the office at Murray Middle
School. For more information call Krista Shelby at 227-7905,
Mandy Alanda at 227-5142 or Beth Stribling at 559-8878.

Special to the Ledger
Calloway County Democrats
are invited to attend the annual
Purchase
Area
Jefferson
Jackson dinner on Friday, June
II, at the Murray State
University Curris Center. This
will be an evening of grassroots
politics with all Democractic
constitutional officers having
been invited.
To provide an opportunity to
visit with old friends and bid on
a wide array of silent auction
iems, there will be a social hour
starting at 6 p.m. The prime rib
dinner will begin at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $27 per person if
paid by June 7($35 each if paid
after June 7).
For persons who would like
to sponsor a table, the cost is
$25. Table sponsors and donors
to the silent auction will be recognized in the program. Checks
should be made payable to
Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee.
To make reservations or for
more information. contact
Kathy Jo Stubblefield at (270)
753-3187 or (270) 559-3625
or
cell
e-mail
kjstubb@apex.net: or Dottie

Lyons at (270) 753-6351 or
(270)-832-1677 cell or e-mail
dottiel@murray-ky.net.

Cheryl M. Hicks-Chadwick and Sammy C. Chadwick of
Calloway County announce the engagement of their daughter.
Kayla Dawn Hicks, to Zachary Taylor Capps, son of Teresa Capps
and Kevin Capps of Henry County. Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Robert Hicks and the late
Sharon Hicks of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Delpha Taylor and the late
Elisha Taylor and Roy and Norma Capps, all of Henry County,
Tenn.
Both Miss Hicks and Mr. Capps are 2006 graduates of Calloway
County High School.
The wedding will be Saturday. August 14. 2010, at 6 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Grace ...
From Page 6A
school students.
The Grand Recognition
Ceremony honors seventh
graders who have earned scores
equal to or better than 90 percent of college-bound high
school seniors who took the
same tests.
Grace is a student at
Calloway
County
Middle

School where he is a member of
the academic team and plays
football along with other activities.
He is the son of Steve and
Tonya Grace of Murray and is
the grandson of Steve and Tonya
Grace of Murray, Del and Kay
Beaman Allen of Calvert City.
and Finnis and Lisa Thorn of
Erin. Tenn.

Come celebrate INDEPENDENCE with
The Murray Bank as we celebrate our customers!
Join us for The Murray Bank's annual

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY
Friday, June 4th, 11- 2
Lunch will be served at both offices
405 South 12th Street
& 700 North 12th Street
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The Murray Bank
is Murray's ONLY local, independent bank!
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Hicks and Capps

Mr. and Mrs. Randall Black of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Megan Leigh Black, to
Michael Steven Belcher. son of Tim and Tony Belcher of Murray.
Miss Black is the granddaughter of Curt and Marilyn Burklow of
Harrisburg. III., and the late Frank Black and Marilyn Black of
Carbondale. III.
Mr. Belcher is the grandson of Joe and Carleen Belcher of
Murray and J.D. and Earleen Clark of Tulsa. Okla.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Murray High School and a
2(X)9 graduate of Murray State University where she was named
outstanding senior woman. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
and Sigma Sigma Sigma. She is currently an English teacher at
Graves County High School.
The groom—elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray High School and
a 2008 graduate of Murray State University. He is an Eagle Scout
and an elder in the Presbyterian Church. He is currently a graduate
student at Murray State University.
The couple will be moving to Dublin. Ireland in the fall where
the bride will study at Trinity College. Dublin. and the groom will
study at Dublin City College.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 31, 2010 at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray. Invitations will be sent.
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IT'S HERE! PERHAPS THE GREATEST SALE OF ITS
KIND IN AREA HISTORY!IT'S OUR...
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Ali - STANDARD
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

Antique Black

Cherry Finish
Retail Value $1399

Retail Value $1499

SALE

$599

SALE

SC - AFAEREAN
IERSHE. cHocourrE
ROCKER RECUNER

SC -LANE
ROCKER RECLINER
Rust or Beige Chenille

Retail Value $525

Retail Value $594

ski$278

LW
SC -LANE FARM
HOUSE 7 PC. RANG

$298

NIB

PC. DINING GROW

Table & 6 Chairs Plus Large
Sideboard with Hutch
Retail Value $3399

8999

SALE

81898

- AMERICAN WOOD
TWA =AMINO
LEATHER LOVESEAT

SC - HILLSDALE
MEDIA Cl/EST

•

Brown Cherry Finish
Retail Value $840

Bentley Brown & Paisley 2 Tone
Retail Value $8443

$497

SALE

$397

+ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WILL
• BE HELD BACK!
- HILLSDALE ROUND PEkESTAL
TABLE & 4 CHAIRS
VII 1111.
1J-7
Antique White & Pine Retail Value $2245. Et
B - LA-Z-BOY ROCKER RECLINER
CHENILLE VELVET
Beige Green or Blue. Retail Value $591.

s$1499

SC - AMERICAN
ROCKER RECUNER
Brown Microfiber

MSC -LANE PAD
OVER CHAISE
ROCKER RECLINER

SC - RNERSIX
COMPUTER
DESK & HUTCH

Retail Value $469

Brown Leather

SALE

Retail Value $999

$2G9

SALE

Hunter Green Shell Pattern

(7.P. - ASHLEY 5

smi$599
NM WE 313C.SEM ELM COMFORT
Retail Value $1799

BEDROOM SET

799_,,

- AMERICAN

SOFA

SALE $397

E - AMERICAN SOFA

gi : /41.
#

LOVESEAT

s4.111%

Retail Value $1522.
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v.3iveT Retail Value $822.

LOVESEAT
SIM
San

Retail Value 5822.

M - JACKSON TRNIT1ONAL SOFA
Tan Micrc,Iter Retail Value $665.

$ja85)
..

M - VAUGHN DOUBLE FINIAL TABLE,4 SEE
CHAIRS & 2 ARM CHAIRS
Oak

ri

s, Retail Value $1927.

Item available at. Al t • All Stores; SC - Super Center,
h - Benton; - Murray;
- Ashley Home Store
PLUS HUNDREDS OF SPECIALS NOT LISTED HERE'

• Rowe
• Serta
• Powell
• La-Z-13oy
• Plus Many,
Many Morel

Do Is SA\ E You

SALE PRICES ON ALL

!WAITRESS SETS
up to 70% OFF
•TiOn-Size Sete!•Full-Size Sete!
•Queen-Size Set&•King-Size Sets!
EVERY MATTRESS
SET IS REDUCED!

MONEN!

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 9-7 ,Sunday 1.5 ,Friday 10.8
305 North Main Street, Benton KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 tost•htv Fr 515
451 South 16th Street, Paducah KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 boot.; if, otos

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at erwvw-flomingfurniture.com

By T

+ MANY ITEMS AT THEIR
LOWEST PRICES EVER!

NAME BRAND
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IN THIS MAJOR EVENT!
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011•011118
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M•

Skyline Retail Value $419.

RECLINING SOFA
,.-. -irr Golii Cnenille with Soulnwest Pillows. Retell Value $1575.

Gold Chenille Sofa with Burgandy
Paisley A Stripe Pillows
Retail Value $1575

Retail Value $770

B - AMERICAN SOFA

$4/3fjj

CUMIN SOFA

Bentley Brown Bonded Leather

Retail Value $770.

Nfl - BERKLINE DUAL

Walnut & Dapp
Brown Chenille Velvet

Retail Value $925. Must Sell As Set

And Much
More!

Murray s
Region(
Mike Jot

Retail V lue $1277

WERYTHING'S

REDUCEN

$479

(IC -KLAUSSN&N,
3-OVER-3 PILLOW
BACK SOFA
Whirl

Retail Value $1575

$1343
.0,

• And Much More!

Belling Sinn,: Retail Value $735.

SALE

Transition Style • Gold Paisley
& Stripe Burgandy Pillows

IT S A HUGE SALE SELECTION!

96

Retail Value $944

$999

CHAIR & OTTOMAN

CORRELATING ACCENT CHAIR

Tile Top Table & 4 Iron &
Padded Seat Chairs

Cherry Finish

Queen Sleigh Bed,
Dresser, Mirror, 5 Drawer
Chest & Night Stand
Retail Value $2999

A. LE

$499

SC - ASHLEY
5 PC. DINING SET

Retail Value .51999

Burcjandy or Blue Chenille Velvet. Retail Value $751
Cream Micrchber Retail ValuE $799.

SALE

N7

Retail Value $1249

SALE

Retail Value $1099

Must Sell As Set

Retail Value $1485

11•• 11
11 I•I

- SERR EUTE ll
NUM QM MIWO

Microfiber • Sage orMocha

(
SC - BROYHILL
3-OVER-3
QUEEN ANN WING
CUSHION
SOFA
BACK CHAIR

Chairs, Mohagony Finish
Carved Legs & Bow Front,
China Cabinet
Retail Value $5999

$2

SALE

LAM BUM IrMA
UM

$498

11'

M B SC - LANE
PAD OVER CHAISE
ROCKER RECLINER

Retail Value S1599

$1599

SALE

18.11 • NOTICE TO ALL FURNITURE
BUYERS IN THIS AREA...
sin5 THESE
ARE JUST A FEW

ROCKER RECLINER

, SC - UUVE DUAL
RECLINING PAD OVER
CHAISE SOFA

$799
SALE 749

Gold Chenille
Retail ialue $3299

$1294

13 - LA-Z-BOY PAD OVER CHAISE,_

- LANE

5PC. RECLINING
RAISE SECTIONA

Queen Sleigh Bed,
Dress & Mirror
Antique Black Finish
Retail Value $3150

B SC - KATHY IRE- / SC - STANDAR
PC. WRONG DROOP
LAND BY STANDARD 9 El Queen
Ann Table & 6

Pine Plank Effect Top
with Antique Black Legs
& Antique Black Pierced
Back Chairs
Retail Value S2199

SALL

8499

SC - STANDAR
4 PC. BEDROOM

W ss1,

3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
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FIRST REGION BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP: LONE OAK 9, MURRAY 6
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TOMMY DILL ARC, / Ledger & Times
Murray senior Brock Downey collides with Lone Oak catcher Bryce Wright during the third inning of the Tigers 9-6 loss to Lone Oak in the First
Region Championship Wednesday at Brooks Stadium in Paducah. Downey was called out on the play, a call that was disputed by Murray coach
Mike Johnson.

Stranded at six
TIGERS LEAVE 16 RUNNERS ON BASE,
CAN'T RALLY FROM EARLY 9-1 DEFICIT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
PADUCAH. Ky. — Even
after allowing Lone Oak to run
up seven runs in the third inning
of Wednesday night's First
Region championship game.
Murray put itself in position to
have a fighting chance going
into the bottom of the seventh
inning.
The fact that his Tigers battled back from a 9-1 deficit to
cut the lead to 9-6 was a point of
pride for head coach Mike
Johnson. but the opportunities
the Tigers squandered didn't
make the loss any easier to
stomach.

Murray stranded 16 runners
base, at least two in every
inning, despite outhitting Lone
Oak 11-9.
"That was it," said Johnson.
"Too many left on. We didn't
take advantage of it. They did a
good job when they had to get
the hits with two outs.The Tigers saw their season
conic to an end in the title game
after rolling through the first and
second rounds of the tournament
by a combined 24-6 score.
Murray finished the season
25-15 and surpassed even
Johnson's expectations, winning
the 4th District championship
and coming within three runs of
on

a state tournament berth.
"This team has achieved
more than anyone thought possible." Johnson said. "They put
themselves in a position to win a
regional title, which I think is
pretty impressive for them.
We're an 'A* school and we
don't have the depth or the
options these bigger schools
have. We had to ride what we
had.After Lone Oak's monstrous
third inning in which they took
advantage of two Tiger errors,
two walks and a hit batsmen in
addition to tagging four hits on
Murray starter Austin Adams,
the Tigers roared back.

This Week
First Region Tournament
tat Brooks Stadium)
Monday
Murray 14, Hickman Co 4
Mayfield 10. Heath 6
Lone Oak 3 Graves Co 2
Tuesday
Marshall Co 11, Carlisle Co 1'
Murray 10. Mayfield 2
Lone Oak 7, Marshall Co 5
Wednesday
Lone Oak 9 Murray 6
• Game was finished after being suspended in the fifth inning due to
weather Monday night

The black and gold answered
with four runs in the bottom of
the third to cut the lead back to
four and scored another in the
fourth.
Murray left the bases loaded
in the sixth and reached two runners, both on errors, in the seventh. before Lone Oak chased

down a Christian Duncan shot
into left center field to end the
game.

Senior lefthander Brock
11)0whey was nearly flawless in
rthel of Adams, holding Lone
Oak scoreless oy er the final four
innings of the game.
Downey pitched five innings
of Monday's first-round win
over Hickman County, and was
thus eligible to pitch just four
frames tonight via KHSAA
rules.
"If we got gotten rained out
today, he would have started
tomorrow because he would
have been cleared to go seven,"
Johnson said. "We felt Austin
could keep us in the game, hopefully get us a lead, and if he did,
we felt really confident with
Brock to close it out.•See TIGERS, 28

FIRST REGION SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP: REIDLAND 11, CALLOWAY CO. 1

From
red hot to
ice cold

AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS (API — Eight
straight times, Chns Carpenter
has beaten the Cincinnati Reds.
This time, they helped.
Carpenter allowed four hit',
in eight innings and benefited
from the Reds' fielding and
baserunning woes as the St.
Louis Cardinals pulled into a
first-place tie with Cincinnati in
the NL Central with a 4-1 victory Wednesday night.
-They're a good team but I
feel like we're better," Reds second baseman Brandon Phillips
said. "This time we just heat
ourselves instead of them beating us."
Matt Holliday homered and
Skip Sehumaker, Ryan Ludwick
and Brendan Ryan all had two
hits and an RBI to back
Carpenter, who silenced the
NL's top offense to help St.
Louis take two of three.
Holliday hit his sixth homer, and
only second at home,leading off
the seventh against Logan
Ondrusek for a 4-1 lead.
"Big game,- Carpenter said.
"Big situation against a team
that's playing real well:'
Scott Rolen had an RBI sinle for the Reds, following a
wo-honier game. But he made a
key mistake on the basepaths
when he was struck by Jay
Bruce's grounder, a ball that first
baseman Albert Pujols had no
chance at. with runners on first
and third for the second out of
the seventh.
"Obviously, it was a big
one. Carpenter said. "It was
fortunate for us. but some things
happen in the game like that."
Reds manager Dusty Baker
bemoaned Rolen's bad luck.
"He's such an excellent
baserunner, and that's not going
to happen very often." Baker
said. -Follow the bouncing ball
and tonight it bounced up and hit
Scotty."
Carpenter (7-1) got another
big out himself in the seventh.
striking out Jonny Gomes for
the second out. Gomes had
entered the game with an NLleading .459 average with runners in scoring position.
Gomes was shaky in the
field, charging a ball in left field
that sailed over his head for a
gift RBI tnple by Ryan in the
fourth for the Cardinals' first
run.
Carpenter
has
beaten
Cincinnati three times this year
and has a 1.09 ERA during the
•See CARDINALS. 28

STREAKING CALLOWAY CRASHES
INTO FOCUSED REIDLAND IN
CHAMPIONSHIP LOSS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Calloway County's hitters
came into Wednesday night's
First Region championship
matchup against Reidland brimming with confidence.
So did starting pitcher Ashton
Futrell.
The Lady Laker offense had
rung up a combined 19 runs over
the first two games of the tournament, while Futrell had shut
in
out
Hickman County
Tuesday's semifinals.
But all the good vibes
Calloway had built up didn't
carry the upstart Lady Lakers far

This Week
First Region Tournament
tat Ballard Memorial)
Mennay,
Maishco C.c. 6 li.Vaia
Reidland 12. Carlisle Cc 0
Calloway Co 9 Graves Co 7
Hickman Co 2. Heath 1
Tuesday
Reidland 5, Marshall Co 2
Calloway Co 10, Hickman Co 0
Wednesday
Reidland 11. Calloway Co 1(6 inn I

against the eighth-ranked Lady
Greyhounds.
Calloway scored one run in
the third inning aqii had the
tying run at second base with
one out, but a momentary

ELAINE KIGHT

; •I

Calloway County senior Brittany Fox runs into this tag by Reidland first baseman
Christina Winsett during the Lady Lakers' 11-1 loss in the First Region championship
game Wednesday at Ballard Memorial. The ball was ruled foul on the play.
JEFF ROBERSON AP

glimpse at hanging with the
Lady Greyhounds was all they
would get.
Reidland opened the floodgates in the bottom of the third.
scoring six runs on seven hits.
and ace pitcher Cassee Layne
rolled the rest of the way to an
I I-1
victory
at
Ballard
Memorial.
"We felt like we were peaking at the right time,- Calloway

sash 'Troy Webb said late
Wednesday night. "We just didn't have the mojo tonight.
Things didn't go our way, hut
the kids kept battling to the
end"
Things began to turn south
for the Lady Lakers when
Futrell was hit by a comebacker
to the mound in the second
inning and had to leave the
game. yielding to fellow senior

Whitney Gardner
Gardner's stay was shorthy ed as well as she gave up two
doubles to open the third inning
and, with its two big-gains
starters out of the game.
('allow ay went deep into its
rotation to call on Lindsey
Rucker.
"Give tReidlandi all the credII See LADY LAKERS, 2E-4

Cardinals starting pitcher
Chris Carpenter walks off
the field after working the
sixth
inning
of
Wednesday's game against
the Reds in St. Louis.
Carpenter beat Cincinnati
for the eighth straight start,
allowing four hits in eight
innings in the Cardinals' 41 victory.
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOR E.BOARD
National Basketball Association
Mayor/ Glance
By The Associated Press
Atl Times CDT
CONFERENCE FINALS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston 4. Orlando 2
,day May 16 Boston 92. Orlando
88
Tuesday. May 18 Boston 95. Orlando
92
Saturday. Mey 22 Boston 94 Orlando
71
Monday. May 24 Orlando 96. Boston
92 OT
Wednesday. May 26 Orlando 113
Boston 92
Friday May 28 Bostot 96. Orlando 84
WESTERN CONFERENCE
L.A. Laker* 4, Phoenix 2
Monday, May 17 LA Lakers 128
Phoenix 107
Wednesday May 19 L A Lakers 124.
Phoenix 112
S((nday May 23 Phoenix 118, L.A
Lakers 109
Tuesday. May 25 Phoenix 115, LA
Lakers 106
Thursday May 27 LA Lakers 103,
,,113.-rtlx. '01
Saturda-(. May 29 LA Lakers 111
Phoenix 103
NBA FINALS
Boston vs. L.A. Lakers
Thursday, June 3 Boston at L A
Lakers. 8 o m
Sunday. June 6 Boston at L A Lakers,
7pm
Tuesday. June 8 L.A. Lakers at Boston
8pm
Thurrday. June 10: L.A Lakers at
Boston, 8 p.m
x-Sunday. June 13' LA Lakers at
Boston, 7 p m
x-Tuesday. June 15 Boston at LA
Lakers. 8 p m
x-Thursday. June 17 Boston at L A
Lakers. 8 p.m
American League
Al A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tampa Bay
36 18.667
New York
33 20 623 2 1,2
Boston
31 23.574
5
Toronto
31 24 564 5 1/2
Batt(more
15 38 28320 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Monesota
31 22 585
Detroit
27 25 519 3 1/2
Chicago
22 30 423 8 1/2
Kansas City
22 32 407 912
Cleveland
19 32 373
11
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Ttotas
28 24 538
Oakland
1
28 26 519
Los Angeles
27 28 491 2 1.2
Seattle
7
21 31.404

Wednesday's Games
Y Yankees 9 Baltimore 1
Detroit 3, Cleveland 0
Tampa Bay 7. Toronto 3
BSIcY, 6. Oakland 4
L A Angels 7 Kansas City 2
Texas 9 Chicago White Sox 5

N1urra Ledger &

Seattle 2' Minnesota 1 10 innings
Thursday's Games
naismore M,Ilwood 0-51 at NY
Yankees ., Sabathia 4-31. 1205 p m
Cieveland 0 Hutt 2-6) at Detroit
(Poroallo 4-5). 1205 p m
Oakland (Bre.Anderson 2-1) at Boston
(Wakefield 1-3), 12 35 p m
L A Angels (Jet Weaver 4-2) at Kansas
City tGreinke 1-6), 1 10 p m
Texas iC Lewis 4.31 at Chicago Whitt
Sox l•F Garcia 4-3), 7 10 p m
Minnesota (Pavano 5-5) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 2-41, 9 10 p m
Friday's Games
Boston at Baltimore, 605 p in
N Y Yankees at Toronto, 6-07 pm
Tampa Bay at Texas 7.05 p m
:leveland at Chicago White Sox. 7'10
pm
Detroit at Kansas City. 7.10 pm
Minnesota at Oakland. 905 p in
LA Angels at Seattle. 910 p.rn
National League
At A Glance
Al! Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Atlanta
31 22 585
Philadelphia
28 24 538 2 1;2
Flonda
27 27 500 4 1/2
New York
27 27 500 41.2
Washington
26 28 481 5 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cincinnati
31 23 574
St Louis
31 23 574
Chicago
24 29.453 61/2
Milwaukee
22 31 415 81/2
Pittsburgh
22 31.415 8 1/2
19 34 35811 12
Housto
,
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
32 21 604
Los Angeles
31 22 585
1
San Francisco
28 24 538 3 1.2
Colorado
4
28 25 528
Anzona
20 34 37012 12
-Wednseday's Games
Atlanta 2 Phiiadelphia 1
LA Dodgers 1, Arizona 0, 14 innings
San Diego 5 N V Mots 1, 11 innings
Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh, ppd . rain
Milwaukee 7. Ronda 4
Houston 5 Washington 1
St. Lou*, 4 Cincinnati 1
San Francisco 4. Colorado
Thursday's Games
Washington iJ Marlin C-11 at Houston
IMoehier 0-2), 1'05 pm
Milwaukee (Z:apuano 0-0) at Florida
(Jo Johnson 5-2). 6 10 p m
Atlanta ilvledien 2-1) at L.A. Dodgers
(Kuroda 5-3i 910 p.m
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at Washington, 6.05 p in
San Diego at Philadelphia. 605 p.m
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 605 p.m.
Porde at N Y Mets, 6 10 p.m
Chicago Cubs al Houston. 7:05 p.m
Milwaukee at Si Louis, 7'15 p.m
Colorado at Arizona, 8 40 p m
AttaMa at L A Dodgers 9 10 p m

SportsBriefs
•Miller Memorial Golf Course will be hosting its Junior Golf Camp
from June 7-10. from 9 a.m. to Noon. The camp is open to boys and girls
ages 5 through 12. The camp is conducted by the staff of Miller
Memorial & MSU Women's Golf Coach, Velvet Milkman. Camp is limited to first 40 participants. Registration deadline is June 2nd. For more
information call the Pro Shop at 270-809-2238.
•The Calloway County Lady Laker Basketball Camp will be held
June 7-9 at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The camp is for grades K-6 (2010-11
school year) and will be held from 9 a.m, to noon each day. The camp
will feature position-specific instruction, guest speakers, skill contests
and a camp T-shirt. Campers may register at the gym on Monday, June
7 from 8-8:45 a.m. Campers should bring the following: T-shirt and
shorts. gym shoes and water bottle.
IN Murray State's Rob Cross Women's Basketball Camp will be held
June 14-17 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center
and includes lunch and a T-shirt. The camp is for kids entenng grades
2nd through 121h. For more information, Contact coach Jones at 8093448 or coach Hayes at 809-7073.
III Murray Mode School is hosting a Global Shot Doctor Shooting
Clinic at Murray High School On Thursday, June 17. The clinic will run
from 9 a.m, to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. This shcoting clinic is open to boys
and girls. ages 8-18. For further information and a shooting application
contact Jim Baurer at 752-0229 or iim.haurer@murraystate.edu.
•in-County Post 236 baseball will hold tryouts for their junior and
senior Legion teams. Tryouts will start on Wednesday. June 2 and continue to Saturday, June 5. Players will need to be at Mike Miller Park
each evening for 5 p.m. registration and warmups with tryouts starting
at 5:30. Any player not able to make a night can show up on any of the
other nights. To participate in junior Legion. players must be 14 but can
not turn 17 before Jan, 1,2010. To participate in senior Legion, players
can not turn 19 before Jan. 1,2010. For more information, contact Billy
Hodge at (270) 556-0711.
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From Page 18
Dowlic,, who will go on to
play for Murray State next season. played his final game in a
Tiger uniform along with his
three classmates, second baseman Aron Sweeney. catcher
Tanner Richerson and designated hitter Terrell Buck
The class may he the most
talented to come through
Murray's program in some time.
Sweeney will join Downey in
the college ranks and play for
Division II Missouri S&T, formerly Missouri-Rolla.
Richerson
is
currently
exploring his college baseball
options.
The future of the Tiger program was also on display
Wednesday night as freshman
third baseman John Lollar led
the Tigers in hitting in the No. 9
slot, going 3-for-4 with three
RBI.
The game capped off a breakout tourrament for Lollar, who
was also one of Murray's offensive and defensive leaders in
Tuesday's semifinal win over
Mayfield.
"John was a little freshman
early this year.- said Johnson.
-He struggled, and we backed
off him, didn't want to ruin him
because we felt he was a kid
who could help us toward the
end. He's become a very solid
contributor."
Lollar was responsible for the
Tigers' first run of the night,
driving in Duncan with a double
to left field in the second inning.
In the bottom of the third.
Downey started the inning by
singling to center field, then was
thrown out at home plate on a
controversial play when Adams
singled to center.
Downey beat the throw, but
the umpire said he missed home
plate.

Loa
10

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
John Lollar holds up the ball after tagging out Lone Oak runner Cullen Pope during
Wednesday's First Region championship game.
It was the first of two calls
contested by Johnson that outed
a Tiger runner.
The second came when
Lollar was thrown out at third to
end the sixth inning, negating
another Murray run.
"We didn't get the calls."
Johnson said. "That didn't lose
the game for us, but they hurt
our momentum. That's part of
the game. though.Lone Oak senior pitcher

Jesse Turner earned the win
after relieving starter Eric Winn
after Winn walked four out of
five Murray batters in the third
Turner gave up a two-RBI
single to Adams immediately
after entering the game. but settled down to hold the Tigers to
just one run the rest of the way.
Lone Oak coach Geno Miller
credited the Tigers with never
giving in.
"Murray kept coming.- said

•Lady Lakers
From Page 1B
it," said Webb."They' hit the ball
all over the place. If it was in the
stnke zone, they hit it. This was
a good experience for the kids
we have coming back. They
know what it takes to win at this
level now."
While the lopsided loss was a
sour note on which to end for
Calloway's three seniors, Webb
said he was proud of the leadership shown by Futrell, Gardner
and outfielder Brittany Fox.
"They've had a great attitude
this year, and that didn't change
tonight,- he said. "They did
their best to keep our kids' heads
up when things weren't going
well."
The graduation of Gardner
and Futrell will bring to end an
era at Calloway - the pail' has
received every big-game start
since the Lady Lakers lost
Kayln Fox, their former ace who
went on to stardom at Eastern
Kentucky.
But it's been a successful run
for the class of 2010. The Lady
Lakers won back-to-back 4th
District championships and have
played in the First Region title
game in two of the past three
seasons.
Calloway scored its only run
of the game in the top of the
third, when Reynolds led off
with a fly ball to center field that
was mishandled by the Lady

Toil
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• Be alert to give
service.
What
counts a great deal
in life is what we do
for others. -Anonymous

From Page 18
eight-game winning streak that
dates to Aug. IS, 2006. He
improved to 15-1 against the NL
Central the last two years. retiring 13 straight in one stretch
with four strikeouts and no
walks.
"Whenever he's retired or
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ELAINE K1GHT / For the Ledger
Brittany Fox chases down this ball in the outfield for
Calloway County during Wednesday night's First Region
championship game.
Greyhounds.
She advanced to second base
on a sacrifice by Taylor
Armstrong and scored on a single by Jackie Metcalf.
Metcalf went to second on an
interference call with just one
out, but the Lady Lakers couldn't drive her in.
Calloway got one hit apiece
in the third, fourth and fifth
innings but could never manage

to string together offense against
Layne.
Catcher Kristin Boggess was
the Lady Lakers' lone representative on the all-region team.
Calloway finishes the season
18-15 while Reidland will
advance to the state tournament,
where they'll face 5th Region
champion Green County on
June II at Jack C. Fisher Park in
Owensboro.

WIDS

pitches in the American League,
then you can talk about his
struggles or his success against a
club,- Cardinals manager Tony
La Russa said. "If you look at
his record, he's been really special and tough against a lot of
clubs.Rookie Sam LeCure (I-it

allowed three runs in 5 1-3
innings in his second career
start, missing a chance to
become the first Reds pitcher to
win his first two outings since
Larry Luebbers in 1993.
LeCure, who's from Jefferson
City. Mo., didn't think nerves
were a factor.
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Miller, whose Purple Flash will
face Lexington Christian in the
first round of the state tournament on June 15 at Applebee's
Park in Lexington.
"We knew it was going to be
a game, and we knew those kids
weren't going to lay down. They
brought in Downey. and
momentum shifted. But Jesse
made some big pitches for us
and got stronger as the game
went.-
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10 years ago
Mayor Freed Curd is pictured signing a proclamation
declaring June 3 as Soap Box
Derby Day.
Forty-one Murray High
School graduates are listed as
earning scholarships.
Published is a picture of
several local Calloway County officials who attended the
Democratic Campaign kickoff.
Jay Wyatt, a student at Calloway County Middle School.
was named a national award
winner in social studies by the
United States Achievement
Academy. Jay is the son of
Benny and Kathy Wyatt, of
Almo.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
the 1990-91 officers of the chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America ate Murray High
School. They were Joey Bazzell.
vice-president; Tina Johnson,
parliatnentarian; Emily DeBoer.
treasurer; Josette Reynolds, historian; Tia Rayburn, president;
Pat Fefft, reporter. Not pictured is Alison Burton, secretary.
Mike Arnett. a student at Calloway County Middle School,
was named an All-American
Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy. Mike
is the son of Ronna Arnett,
Murray, and Harold Arnett. St.
Joseph. Mo.
The Terminators, Murray's
under-12 soccer team, won the
district championship in Calvert
City and earned the right to
advance to the state championships in Louisville.
30 years ago
Murray's girls doubles tennis team of Candy Jackson and
Kathy Outland won a state
championship by defeating the
Sacred Heart team, 6-2. 6-2.
Murray High School Band

Boosters has kicked off a fundraising project of recycling aluminium cans.
Published is a picture of
Tommy Brown, manager of the
Murray Theatres, as he points
to one of the paintings on
exhibit at the Murray Art Guild
exhibit at the Cheri Theatre.
40 years ago
Larry G. Smith, Kirksey,
completed 16 weeks of training as a trooper cadet at the
Kentucky State Police Academy.
Steve Hamrick, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hamrick, received
a scholarship to Georgetown
University of V ashington D.C.
Debbie Dixon, Dottie Hale
and Kay Barnett, Calloway
County High School graduates.
were accepted to enter Draughon's Business College in Paducah.
50 years ago
Twelve Calloway County
high school students were
accepted to study at a summer science and mathematics
training camp at Murray State
College.
Samuel Whitaker. editor of
the
Marlow
(Oklahoma)
Review, visited the office of
the daily Ledger & Times.
Yarbrough's Texaco Station
burned with most of the interior suffering severe damage.
60 years ago
R.E.
"Bob"
Edwards
announced that the Edwards
Funeral Home will open soon
in Murray.
Miss Lillian Waters' piano
students presented a recital at
the Murray High School Auditorium.
First Baptist Church held
its Vacation Bible School. It was
from 8 a.m. - I 1 a.m. and was
for children between the ages
of 3 and 16.

en voyage. arriving in New York
after crossing the Atlantic in just
four days.
In 1937, the Duke of Windsor, who had abdicated the British
throne, married Wallis Warfield
Simpson in Monts, France.
In 1948, the 200-inch reflecting Hale Telescope at the Palomar Mountain Observatory in California was dedicated.
In 1963. Pope John XXIII died
at age 81: he was succeeded by
Pope Paul VI.
In 1965. astronaut Edward
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DEAR ABBY: I am going
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
to be a sophomore in college
53-year-old female who is about
next year. I played basketball
50 pounds ocerweight I base
in high school and was offered
saved, for years, the column you
a full scholarship to play at
wrote ,m fatty tumors I had a
the college I attend now. I
few ot them but my doctor said
played ball during my freshii k-sthem ,,lone. even though
man year, and I do not want
they could he
to do it again next year. My
seen through
iny clothing.
heart is no longer in it.
In the past
My biggest fear is letting
two to three
my parents down. I know havyears. they
ing my education paid for has
have multihelped them out, but don't I
plied. and I
have a right to do what makes
know I probme happy? Please help me come
ably
have
up with a way to convince
hundreds of
them that I'm making the right
them. I've had
decision. -- DROPPING THE
Dr. Gott a
few
BALL IN IOWA
removed that
DEAR DROPPING THE
are painful.
By
BALL: Before you make a final
Dr. Peter Gott and they were
lipomas. as
decision, you need to know
suspected. Some of the remainwhat penalties there may be
ing ones are painful: some are
for dropping your athletic scholnot.
arship. You should also check
Should I continue to "let it
to find out what academic
go. or should I have more
scholarships or loan programs
removed? In your column, you
you might qualify for, and if
said it could be associated with
there are any part-time jobs
Gardner's syndrome. Should I look
available in case your parents
into that area? Would losing weight
are unable to foot the entire
help, or would they lust become
bill for your education. You
more pronounced?
DEAR
READER:
should also keep in mind that,
Most
peripheral nerve tumors are benign.
in a sense, your athletic scholThere are a number of types.
arship is a job that's getting
including lipomas, ganglion cysts.
you through college, and it
schwannomas. dumbbell tumors
doesn't have to be your heart's
and neurofibromas
desire to be a means to an
Lipomas present as soft lumps
end.
undez the skin, commonly appear•..
ing on the back. neck, arms or
DEAR ABBY: I am writshoulders, caused by slow-growing to thank the schoolteaching fat cells. As a general rule.
ers, librarians and counselors
they do not cause pain, but because
who were kind to me when I
they can compress nerves, you
should have periodic exams.
was an at-risk child.
Ganglion cysts can occur almost
My mother was mentally
anywhere but commonly form near
ill, my father was absent, and
the wrist or at the base of a finthe school was my haven. I
often wish I could (ell some
of those adults who helped me
•••
along the way that I did make
it, that I turned out OK, and
that I'm so grateful for the little and big ways they interSouth dealer.
vened in my life.
Neither side vulnerable.
White became the first American
To all who serve children:
NORTH
to "walk- in space, during the
Please know that even very
•K 73
flight of Gemini 4.
•Q
In 1968, pop artist Andy Warhol small kindnesses give hope and
•Q4 3
was shot and critically wounded strength to the child who does44)1054
in his New York film studio, n't receive them elsewhere -EAST
WEST
known as "The Factory." by Valerie TURNED OUT OK THANKS
+105
•AQ.1962
•7 3 2
Solanas, an actress and self-styled TO YOU
•86
•I 8 7 5 2
•A 9
militant feminist.
DEAR TURNED OUT
•76
40 9 3 2
In 1983, Gordon Kahl, a mil- OK: You have written a beauSOUTH
itant tax protester wanted in the tiful letter, one that could have
+54
slayings of two U.S. marshals in
been written by many students
VAKI54
North Dakota. was killed in a gun to the educators and other
•Is 10 6
adults
battle with law-enforcement offi4,A K
who, by their acts of kindcials near Smithville. Ark.
The bidding:
ness, made a positive differSouth
West
East
North
ence in their lives. If we think
I V
Pass '
2+
back. I suspect that most of 4 11
Opening lead - ten of spades.
us have had at least one.
In the same way as declarer is
know I have, and I. too, am
often faced with the problem ofovergrateful to them.
coming a missing queen, he is some•••
times faced with the problem of
overcoming a missing jack. Thus, in
Dear Abby is written by
accompanying deal, South ..tans
the
Abigail Van Buren. also
out with nine y irtually certain tricks,
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
his primary objectice is to try to
and was founded by her mothscore an extra trick in either diaer. Pauline Phillips. Write
monds or clubs by overcoming the
missing jack in one of the suits.
Dear Abby at www.DearAbWest led the ten and another
by.com or P.O. Box 69440. Los
spade. Declarer ruffed the third
Angeles, CA 90069.
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Crosswords
ACROSS

35 Barely make do
36 Moves freight
38 Fuse word
41 Genuine
43 Rocket housings
45 Observe
47 Very hungry
49 Blissful spot
50 Vane dir.
51 Anal or
Helvetic.a
52 Dust devil
53 "Gidger actress
54 Frequently

1 Cruise or
Clancy
4 Mind reading
7 Endangered
trees
11 Jason's vessel
12 B80 stop
13 Company
emblem
14 Squid, Italianstyle
16 Naive. with
"yesterday"
17 Jungle scavenger
18 Regions
20 Lispers problem
21 None too bright
23 Heart chart
(abbr.)
26 Nudge forward
27 Job-safety org
28 Speed up
31 Flash floods
33 Doctrines
34 Tusked animal
1

0
.

2

5

4

11

8
9
10
11
15

Most relaxed
Exec
Junior
Feel pain
Sierra —
Range
IC)

13

•

15

18

17UU
21
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1 Food holders
2 Eyes amorously
3 Haunted-house
sound
4 Planck telescope launcher
5 Maroon
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ger If there's no pain. you cart
ignore them. If there's pain, restricted use of a joint and paresthesias. surgical rentocal may he
appropriate.
A schwannoma is coirrnion.
slow -growing, benign aria can
appear any where on the hotly.
Vestibular schwannornas occur near
the cerebellum and brainstem They
can press on the nerves that control balance and affect hearing.
Dumbbell tumors are SO called
because of their appearance. They
may occur in the spine or lower
abdomen by the hip. They can
become intertwined with the sciatic nerve Ii surgery is necessary. it should he accomplished
at an extremely reputable facility.
Neurolibromas are common in
people diagnosed with neurolibromatosis. Most patients have mild
symptoms. hut related conditions.
such as bone enlargement or deformity. scoliosis and tumors affecting the eye. can occur,
Colon polyps. multiple osier,ma and soft-tissue tumors charactenze Gardner's syndrome. The
average age of diagnosis is 22.
A common symptom. other than
lipomas. is dental anomalies, such
as multiple impactions. Treattnent
depends on the location and appearance of the lesions. Surgical excision may be recommended.
Speak with your physician
about a weight-loss program. I don't
know whether losing 50 pounds
would improve your situation. I
do know that fat cells increase
in volume and size with weight
gain, and liposuction. for example, will reduce the number of
fat cells in the body. If losing
weight works, you will feel better and the number of slow-growing fat cells within your body
may be reduced. This is a winwin situation.

round ot spades high. West showing
out. South then drew three rounds it
trumps Fast following suit to each
-- and played a low diamond to
dummy's queen. Fast won with the
ace and returned the nine of diamonds.
Had South elected to finesse iti
ten of diamonds at this stage.
would hare gone down one. Ilut
instead he went up with the king.
knowing that he was sure iii mak,: the
contract by doing so.
South realized that since Last was
known to have started with preciselc
six spades and three hearts, and had
already shown up w ith Iwo diamonds, East could not have heen
dealt more than two club.. A diamond finesse was therefore out of the
question. since making four club
!mks had now become an ah5eolute
certainty
After taking the nine of diamonds
with the king. declarer pia% ed the .5K and another club and finessed
dumnis's ten alter West liclhwc cd
with the nine. South then discaided
his ten of diamonds on the qutrn it
clubs to finish stub 10 tricks.
Keeping track of how many cards
the defenders were dealt in each suit
niay he regarded by some as a difficult chore. but it sure does take a lot
of guesswork out of Me game.
•
tomorrow: Ridding quiz.
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DEAR ABBY: My wife,
-Plana," and I have been marri.:d for 14 years. In many
ways our marriage is goo&
but our sex life is horrible. In
my opinion, it has never been
good.
As
time passes.
I feel more
and
more
ange:
toward her.
Alana
is
attractive
and physically fit; I
Dear Abby don't understand
her
lack
of
By Abigail
desire.
Van Buren
When
the
subject of sex comes up. it
makes us both clam up.
I have been thinking of
leaving her. We have become
more like best friends than
husband and wife. Our two boys
would be crushed if we split.
I have not -- and would never
consider -- an affair. What do
you think about this? TROUBLED HUSBAND IN MISSOURI
DEAR TROUBLED: Good
sex is all about open communication. If the subject makes
you and your wife both clam
up, it's no wonder your sex
life has faltered.
Before you and Alana can
get on the same wavelength,
you need to understand how
each of you defines a good
sex life. The reason sex therapy has become a medical specialty is that so many couples
have the same problems you':e
experiencing. Before deciding
to call it quits, ask your doctor for a referral to a sex therapist.

iult Purchase

VERY
MAW

Thursday, June 3, 2010.•..3B

Counting Provides the Answer

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 3, the
154th day of 2010. There are 211
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History.:
On June 3. 1808, Confederate
President Jefferson Davis was born
in Christian County. Ky.
On this date:
In 1888, the poem "Casey at
the Bat,- by Ernest Lawrence Thayer. was first published, in the San
Francisco Daily Examiner.
In 1935, the French liner Normandie set a record on its maid-

COMICS/ FEATURES
Good marriage undermined
by couple's bad sex life

28

I 5UPPO5E YOU'LL BE AWAY
ALL SUMMER,WON'T YOU? ;

15 THERE A NUMBER
WHERE WE COULD
REACH YOU?

79
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19 Wide shoe
22 Vast stretch of
time
24 Fidel's friend
25 Helium or
neon
26 Qt. parts
27 Dinghy's need
28 Rush off
29 Invite
30 Refined, as
metal
31 Our sun
32 No longer
trendy
34 Lighter fluid
36 Mercury. in
the lab
37 Broadcast
38 Distant
39 Saddle horse
40 Discreet summons
42 Countingrhyme start
44 Data
45 Before marriage
46 7 arid 11
48 Geese formation

!Alurr
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CLASSIFIEDS
classified@murrayiedger.com
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020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
i 40
ISO
155
160
165
IBC

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to checl.
the test insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion . Any error should be reported irntnediate!v s

corteCt1C70 car

be made
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88.50 Column Inch, MY. Discount 2nd Run,

40'; Discount 3rd Run.
o Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1,41/ 3 Ads Mliot

I 1

NI

I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart So% er (\!,n(la,,itied• go .nto'
,mart Saver)
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Oublisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submittect matter
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whithell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Legs!
Notice

Heir, Wanted

AYour Job

PUBLIC NOTICE

Search Is

l'he second reading and adoption of the Calloway County proposed budgct ordinance kir fiscal year 2010-11 is scheduled tube held at the Judicial Building on
1 one 15. 20111 at 5.00 PM

Over!

BUDGET SUMMARY
AN ORDINANCE Relating to :he Annual Budget and Appropriations

NOW HIRING
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES
CONSULTANTS

RE IT ORDAINED BY THE FISCAL COURT OF CALLAWAY COUNT\ li
WHEREAS, the proposed budget was tentatively approved by the fiscal court on
:he 20 day of May 2010 and approved as to form and classification by the State
Local Finance Officer on the 25th day of May 2010.
SECTION ONE The following budget is adopted for the Fiscal year 2010-11 and
he amounts stated are appropriated for the purposes indicated.
Gsneral Fund
General Government
Protection to Persons and Property
General Health & Sanitation
Social Services
Recreation & Culture
Leasers
Capitol Projects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits r Employer's Shar.•

GENERAL

$2,114.484181
891.533.00
$532,035.00
834,700.00

8134,746.00
$75000.00
1192.000.00
8255,900.00
8100,000 00
$195,000.00

Total

2 Road Fund
Protection to Persons & Property
Roads
Leaser s
Capitol Projects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits r Employer's Share

ROAD

$35,000.00
..81,880,910.00
8225,000 00
$181,760.00
.837,100.00
.$70.000.00
$262,58e 00
r2.12122.3filL00

Total

3. Jail Fund
Protection to Persons & Property
General Services
Contingent Appropriations

*Great working environment
.5 day work week
*Health & dental insurance plus 401K
program
KM- every major holiday
•BEST PLAN IN AREA
•Demo allowance
'Weekly & monthly bonus'
*Paid Vacation
•Professional Training both in house & by a
nationally recognized tamer
• selling (nick for 33 years in a row
•Family owned & operated
APPLY IN PERSON
CONTACT: AL PAGE OR RON REAVIS
1352 Hwy. 45 North
P.O. Box 1033
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-9300

9,1P-414 rc
174

$1487.700 00

41-46;h7/474.
Ad"

$61...825 00

510.000 On

Fringe Benefits I Employer's Short' l
JAIL
'natal

$3753175 Oil

Last and Found
Total

o
$1; Ito
$1057.053 14

JAIL GRANT ',Mal
20. Jail Construction

Iloichng Pompons Bonds
t'on,ingent Appropriations

Al.)1, IN,
$3.602. S111, 110

JAIL CONSTRUCTION Total

SECTION THREE. This ordinance becomes effective upon passage and publication
All interested persons and organizations in Calloway County are hereby notified

that a copy of the county's proposed budget an full is available for public inspection

'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: Female, Almo
area, brown & white
Chihuahua, answers to
Sweet Pea. Reward.
(270)564-4412

h., 111)3333 if P., .1,1,1;33. Exec. Larry Elkins during normal business hours.

fIRD OF 'RIMS
HAZEL Storage

I% 400/
1
4 To whom ever left

Contents of unit 52 will
be sold on Monday
6,7/10 at 8:00AM by

flags at the Elm Grove
Cemetery, its very
much appreciated.
God bless.

private sale.

GET THIS 1 X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Ifoi TR NAN-

a

CVO-16-411HG
get him o subscription to the
11 KIIAI

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 am.
$30.00
$55.00 I 3 mu.
6 moo.6 me........
1 yr.
$105.00
$110.00
1 yr.

3
6 mo
1
1 Check

-$90.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
1 yr....-.....$145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
I St Address

City
I
I State
Zip
I
Daytime Ph
_ __
I
Mail this coupon with payment to
I
I
Murray Ledger & Times
I
P.O. Box 1040
I
Murray, KY 42071
I
Or call 12701 753-1916

BLUEBERRIES. You
pick. $2LB. Open sun
up-sun down. 94W to
Lynn Grove left onto
1893 /2 mile on nght.
Order already picked
$31b (270)227-8737
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

r

s.

jUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to rind,

$3 613241114...44

SECTION TWO. This ordinance shall be published in MURRAY LEDGER
Newspaper by title and summary within thirty 301 days followinr adoption.

Rest of KY/TN
lk.nrar &

Help Wonted

45,00,04

6. Jail Grant
Capitol Projects
Contingent Appropmations

I r,

Harold
Coffey
Construction Co., Inc.
is searching for an
organized

and

detailed
Controller
The ideal candidate we
have a minimum of e
years
management
level
expenence in a construction environment
with direct
oversight of financials
and job costs. The
position will also oversee A/P.
A/R, and payroll functions.

Qualifications
arc
Duties:
Strong
•
understanding relatee
to a construction env,.
ronment
•
Ensure emery and accurate reportirg
•
Serve as a
key member of the
management team
•
Understand,
implement, and maintain standard costing
practices
• Manage external
audits and year-end
audits
• Develop, approve,
and maintain accounting controls

41.841.64:&94

4, I..A.:EA Fund
Roads

LGEA

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4

GETTING MARRIED?

060
Lees?
Notice

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibirity whatsoever for their
activities.

VISA

C.A. Jones
Management Group is
hiring for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment:
Shipping and
Receiving Clerics,
Data Entry Clerics,
Customer Service
Representatives
Please submit your
resume to
careers 40 chuchiones net

DISCLAIMER
When a:essing the
''help awned- section
on imr classifieds
wehpage at
munayledger corn.
you sill be redirected
to johnetwork.corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings sill appear on
thin Nehstte
Howeser. as a national
website. nor all listings
on the johnets,iri crrrn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tinies Please call
us it
base ans
yucst,,,n, rearding

job

the Mutt ay arca
Thank you

F/T
Manager
&
Assistant needed to
manage an established

Financial Operation in
Murray, KY. Salary plus
bonus, paid holidays,
vacation and sick time.
Requirements:
Excellent
customer
service skills and willingness
to
work.
Please send resume
to: District Manager,
1016 W. Main Street,
Princeton, KY 42445.
GRAPHIC
Assistant
PT/FT. Experience with
Al. Photoshop. MS
Word needed. Resume
to P0 Box 363.
Murray. KY 42071.

FULL-TIME advertising
sales rep needed to
Hometown
Phone
Book. $30,000 base
salary plus bonuses
and weekly commissrons. All leads furnished. No overnight
travel.
Western
Kentucky Sales territory. Full benefits package. Must have sales
expenence. Call 270415-4405 ext. 252.
FULL-TIME CNA or
LPN for busy medical

practice.
Medical
office experience preferred. Base
pay
$11.00-511 .25.based
on experience.
Please send resume
with references to
PO-Box 99,
Farmington, KY, 42040
FULL-TIME receptionist for busy medical
practice. Medical
office experience preferred.
Base pay-$10.00$10.25.
based on experience.
Please send resume
with references to
PO-Box 99.
Farmington, KY,42040
GIBSON Truck Lines
is taking applications
for full-time OTR drivers and pad-time drivers. Must pass DOT

Ws and physical, be at
least 25 years old,
have at least 3 years
verifiable OTR expenence in last 5 years.
no accidents or major
moving violations on
MVR. 270-761-0191
M-F 8:00-4:00.
PROGRESSIVE local
Ag equipment company has an opportunity

for you to loin their
team of professional
sales representatives.
You will be calling on
farmers in the region
selling both new and
used equipment. The
ideal candidate will be
from the region and
have a farm or related
background. You must
be self motivated,
aggressive, and be
able to predict your
customers wants and
needs. Send resume to
ree'Amine)neteonrnc_com
WANTED: Part time
office worker. Send
resume to: PIT office
P.O. Box 1444, Murray.

Requirements
• Bachelors Degree in
AccountIng
• CPA preferred
Construction/Cost
experience
Candidates must have
strong accounting systems
experience
including advanced
Professional
Excel.
written, interpersonal,
and verbal communication skills
a must. Qualified candidates may submit
resumes to:
Kroft
Allbntten, Vice
President
of
Operations,
Harold
Coffey
Construction
Co., Inc., P.O. BOA 300,
Hickman, KY 42050, or
by email to
k rite allbritten haroldcoffeyconstruction.com
EOE
IMMEDIATE
Openings! We are
looking for motivated
OTR drivers to bc
based out of the
Murray, KY area. We
offer medical. dental &
401K. Requirements
CDL, nen. 2 yr experience & clean MVR
How to apply. ema,,
resume
to
aircapdel@aol.com or
call toll free 866-5989005.
LOCAL agribusiness
dealer is seeking a fulltime highly skilled
accounting
clerk.
Experience
in
Microsoft Office applications and customer
relationship skills a
must. Employee benefit package available.
Send
resumes
to
m

'OTR DRIVERS
Experienced and •
non experienced
; Flat bed,
Specialized

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to.

PO .BciX 363 •
Murray.'KY '
42071

St l'ERIOR
_.ALLEANINt;
SFRN 1(1-I ',munch.Oil.

RURAL Development
operty
Manager
Taking applications for
experienced
Rural

Development
Manager. Full time
empioyment
Send
resume to P.O Box
1040-A, Murray. KY
42071. E0E.

• Fits metal & plastic folding chairs
• Will sell all 300 or increments of 25
•$3 a cover sash
25 black floor length tablecloths
• Fits 6' buffet table •$10 a piece
25 black & white

Damask pattern table runners
• 9' long. 1.5 wide •$5 a piece

(270) 293-0327

olni,Ithririar •
iceits.ed &

(270078-78-15
,(270)'175-207h-

MOM COMPUTERS
Service:Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy

Lawn & Garden
USED 39" riding lawn
mower,
Briggs
Stratton 12hp,
753-8630

REDUCED 2BR. LOT
$7,400. 753-6012
280

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004

ROM HMOs For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
NICE 2BR $285.00
No cats 753-6012

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

GOOD use stove,
refrigerator, ajc unit
and storm windows
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sas
20-INCH TV, perfect
condition $60
Platform Rocker $65
Ph-753-8361

2008

Roketa
250
Scooter. Great condition. $1350. Call 293-

7252
GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks Bros.
Homes in Benton
or Mayfield &Y.
Call
1-800-455-3001

for sizes & prices
TREADMILL for sale.
excellent condition
like new $200 call
227-8721 after 4 p.m.
WASHER & dryer,
home, Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades.
753-4109, 227-1546

motor

WASHER and dryer,
wood
custom
gun
case.
Smith
&
Wesson 460 magnum
in survival kit, 4570
Sharps rifle, car tow
bar. 753-1052.
WOLF Cyberdome tanning bed, 5650 270-

227 4558 after 6p.m.

Reeler,
To pay
orientation pay
1270)978-2088 "

300 white chair covers with
black organza sashes

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E Sauth 12thSt

270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
DAYBED. desk and
chair. $150 for al
three 270-227-9827

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We

pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,

newly remodeled on
campus. CIAIA. W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2B/1BA Duplex
in Hazel. C1-1/A. all

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109
1BR, 1BA, 1.5 blocks
from MSU. C/H/A, new
windows.
$325/mo.

Deposit and references
required. 492-8069,
970-8412.
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman
RE
7539898

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnisher:,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1 5BA, towna
house
very
nice.
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.

$600/month, no pets.
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00.
2BR, Carport, patio,
redecorated,
W/D
hook-up, new appliances,
no
pets.
$385/mo. 293-6070
2BR, duplex, stove,
refngerator. no pets
227-7414
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-783-8556

TUD 1-800-545-1833
Ext.233
Equa:Opp0,1,44
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large. 2 bedroom.
deck. outside storage,
all appliances including
washer & dryer. $510
mo (270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom.
All appliances including washer & dryer.
$350/mo. (270)7595885 or (270)2937085.
GREAT
apartment,
close to MSU. quiet
neighborhood. 2BR.
1BA, w/d included, no
pets. $400/mo Deposit
& lease required 2935871.

appliances,
privacy
fence yard. lease, ref.
dep. No pets.
$400.00. 753-1059
NOW LEASING

1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

NOUNS Foe Rent

2 BR house for rent.
$425 /mo. 753-4109 or
293-7545
2BR/1BA in city on

Cardinal Dnve.
Redecorated, new
heating & AC
units. washer & dryer,
stove & fndge. Nice
front & back yard. No
pets. Rent $500,
includes city
water/sewer/trash
service. Annual lease.
Tel 270-873-4791.
4BR, 2BA. W&D
included. $775/mo,
$775/dep, 1655 Ryan
Ave.
3BR, 2BA, W&D
included, 48 Camelot
$800/mo., $800!dep.
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car
garage. 270873-7826
NICE 3F3/2BA in Hazel.
C/H/A, all appliances.
2-car garage, :ease,
ref. + dep. No pets.
$525.00 753-1059

OCEAN FRONT
CONDO
"Dunes'of
Panama"
2BR & 2Baths
sleeps 8
Locally owned
(270)970-2374 or
(270)293-6276

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

C1.1SSIFIEDS

‘lurray Ledger & Times
bedger & Times

ESTATE AUCTION

wilm r-r •: a

SATURDAY JUNE 5 AT 10:00AM
From Murray. KY take Hwy 94 East to Hwy 280,
follow 280 to Panorama Shores to Finch Street.

,DLINES

VISA
=Elmo
RR1ED?

ivers with
sashes
folding chairs
:rements of 25
sash
i tablecloths
• $10 a piece
Phite
)Ie runners
•$5 a piece

1327
20
&parents For Rent I

Signs posted.
Gin L.,thinet dresser, cedar chest, curio cabinet, set of
stained glass windows, wall picture, power chair. wheel chair.
duck print h:. McDonald, Coca Cola cooler, shop cabaret. shop
tables. coin collection: the last silver U.S. coins and silver certitic ate sea hist concert in Carnegie Hall May 5, 1891 Moripin silver
1011.11 IL Ili)
and 'NIA Mark. Morgan siiver dollar collection
187K to 1921. Mercury dime sets 1920,1930 and 1940. WWII
series coin sets. new series walking liberty dollars, silver certiticales. eiild edition set. 24kt layer gold Bicentennial collection set,
gold plated dollar coins proof sets. 425 net grams never circulated Ballist... Roll set, silver eagles. Morgan and piece silver dollars:
Winchester model 70XTR sportsman 30-06 with scope. Ruger 77
22/250, Remington Black powder gun. Savage 110 270 rifle,
Remington 742 280, Winchester 410 single barrel, other black
powder guns. Forehand and Waswonh long gun. Remington Field
Master model 72. Stevens model 94 H single band. Revelation
model 358. crossbow, new and used pocket knives, tree stand.
camel lighters. _gun bore sight, deer feeder, ship to shore emer•
gency radio, old fi.ihing lures and reels, fish camera. 1969 of 100
short bed, 390 big block cedar bed and console, 40 series fib master duals, binoculars, pentax camera, turkey call. calcutta reel,
tobacco advertising. 4'24 Nascar Pepsi replica hood Jeff Gordon.
several cases of 10oz Coke ;:ollectibles- Earnhardt and Earnhardt
Jr. etc.. 4 televisions, router bits, sanders, grinders. drill motors.
Dewalt plate joiner. organizer bins, drill bit sets, c-damps and furniture clamps, open and box end wrenches, dolly, large shop fan.
Stanley tools, hammers, torque wrenches, nailer. Kolloalt Ratchet
and socket set, Nascar diecast cars, refrigerator. air sanders, delta
shop master band saw. craftsman 10-in radial arm saw, tradesman
shaper/router. many nice fishing rod and reels MitchellShakespeare-shamano. Clarke abrasive blast cabinet, four-wheeler
jack, gravity flow paint gun Devilbliss. table saw. Dewalt battery
power tool set. Ratchet straps. levels. werner step ladder and
Werner fold up ladder, Poulan and Troy But blowers. White
Mountain ice cream freezer, engine stand, shop vice. propane
cooker, four wheeler, dc wench, hand tool.
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch Available.
For more information and your auction needs phone:
DAN MILLER (270)435-4144:

DARRELL BEANE 435.4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ASSOLUTE LIQUIPATION SALE
Friday, June 11 @ 10:00 AM (CST)
THE DON PECK MOVING & STOBAC,E BUILDING
1031
ision Street Paducah, KY 42002
Fran ftkfucalt tu.ei,
AtAJ (kr! Yomev Ruar rwo fAglir Follow 2 Miles
;
SIrret

,-re.!

E 2F3/1BA Duplex
C1H/A. all
,rances. privacy
e yard. lease, ref.
dep. No pets.
).00. 753-1059

NOW LEASING
& 3beciroom Apts
e accept Section
8 vouchers
ly at Mur-Cal Apts
12 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Idnesday, Friday.
hone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
I #1-800-648-6056

R house for rent.
/mo. 753-4109 or
7545

2BA. W&D
Jed. $775/mo.
/dep. 1655 Ryan

2BA, W&D
led, 48 Camelot
(mo., $800/dep
293-4600
293-3710

Sale or Lease:
2 Bath lakefront
trty with dock, 2
ar garage. 270'826

3B/2BA in Hazel.
1, all appliances.
garage. ;ease.
dep. No pets.
00. 753-1059

AN FRONT
CONDO
"Dunes'of
-anama " & 213aths
leeps 8.
ally owned
)970-2374 or
0)293-6276

Storage Rentals

F Warehousing
ir MSU $20-50
753-7668

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Sat4rday, June 5th At 10:00 A.M.
Johnson Controls. Inc, Cadiz Plant'
13340 HopkInsville Road, Cadiz, KY
Highlights - jantesrcash.com
For Pictures & More Details!
Nordson Powder Coat Paint System & Conveyor
With Washer-Dryer. Baking Oven Powder Eicott,
TUBE BENDERS'ROBOTIC ARC WELDERS
SPOT WELDERS•CRANE SYSTEMS
Industnal Lubrication Mixing System • Three Clean Air America Welding Booths w/Fillration •
,
.
Rockwell Hardness Tester • Berg Water Cf.
• Cordaf, R:--, ':_, ip_,_ L,' ' •-.
Machine • Raymund Fork Li' t
Volt Stand On • Heat Treat ,..).,
Furnace' • Two - Vertical Mills • :
Spring Tables • Pallet Jacks• 24' e., •
I
Fans • Drill Presses • Clausing irtf.,Press • Mary Mini, & iic,har A• .'.'i, •• ' • I
,2,..2. • L.' Banding Tuok,- • Tr .o,
Many Portabie Hea. , P.'ela t-f..N.'s, -.' r .
Casters • HUNDREDS OF Farts Bins AN: i'llt •
Heavy Metal Work Tables • Vises • kiezzarlyes •
Coils Of Steel • Alurn:rfurn Plates • Pov,.fe• F'
• Conveyors • Scrap Remov& Sii-,iui•- • Lots
And Lots Of Scrap Metal • Moi,,:,i, 05."
Building • Hundreds Of File Cabinets A'
Vertical And Lateral - Some Foe P. .-'•
Cubicals Desk, Chairs And Office E :u 'rent
That Goes On And Or
LOTS OF MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
FROM THIS LARGE WORKING PLANT
larnearcash.com For Detailed Purchase Terms
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION

JAMES R. CASH
'7,:i

go

AUCTIONEER i REAL ESTATE BROKER i
FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466 C
"The
Machine" R
. Selling
.

HUGE YARD SALE
700 SOUTH 9TH STREET
CLOSE TO GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00-1:00
Small kitchen appliances, dishes.
cookware, adult handicapped
equipment, bikes, home decor,
clothes, tables and chairs,
microwave & much more.
GARAGE SALE
2787 Brooks Chapel Rd
Dexter. 641 N to Dexter. right on
1346, cross bridges top of hill, right
on Brooks Chapel Rd. 1.7 miles.
Saturday June 5 7:00-3:00
Girls clothes 2-5, men & women's
clothing, baby items, swing, playpen,
walker, TV entertainment center, brick
edging, dog house, dog travel bag.
Lots more

sow Sal

Auction Held On Site 6 1031 Division Street, Paducah, KY
'Ks SALE IS a lALPIDATION SALE OF TRE.CKS TRAILEX OFFICE FIAINETURE hAD ABANOONEEI
STORAGE ITEMS THERE ARE VERY NICE PIECES A MUST SEE ALL AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS
tor.

HARRIS

VIrag'

• IIMEN0111111.110/01101/aNCOOMER 41.MOW MOM
INIONELHAMIOLSOMICHUANCRINIMEN •TO 0*37

1:13

sww.harrisauctithis.com

INN SOMMER. NUNTOR/OPP AUCTIONEER

..kass suet IS North • Vbryfield, OLV

41014

A taldW hi Land Oth*I0141

azzrie ittur,Ppwilestassal Arceaseers,
l -41$
270-247- 25 • 270:475-4800• BOOre MSS PnobaMe ibt • NoulOamille. 51

HUGE 8 PARTY YARD SALE
217 WOODLAWN ST.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6:30-?
Lots of furniture including 3pc bedroom suite, complete king size
waterbed, name brand clothes.
Dewalt miter saw. Craftsman table
saw, other tools, 2 new bicycles. Dale
Earnhardt jacket, lots of misc.

Su/

RIES arm, :swill:.
& 11114111101%

DALE wows.ONONERMUCTIONEIR .TL 05402 O5624
NICHAR iimets.eitooRmuenement • TF 04537
KENNETH RAMOS,REMICIRI/UKTIONEIR
OEN IIMINGIR, REOLTOILAPP AOCIiONEER

015i Si.RI. 45 North • 51m field kl s 201,4,
Orr 5I65 Pembroke Rik • Heirloom-1 Ile kV AZ/40

SHIH Tzu puppies
AKC, 1st shots, vet
checked $250 female
$200 male, 270-9780020. 270-832-5538
390
Livestock & Supplies

ri.^O ''...lortrIr.,0 3 7 Wet

F.•'on• LIS- Wir Mar Street ti Muel, re hoe S:re &pm PcstaIN
AUCTION HELD OM SITE,REAL ESTATE MI sat AT600PM REGARDLESS Of PRICE!
HARRISKUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!

Eg
514*.harrisautiiollb OM
A Laxly IR larscribriterm
"rour Piallesibeaf Araceorami"

Angus bulls, long.
thick, and stout 270519-7024
Geese, ducks, laying
hens. $5.00 a piece
Good homes only.
270-978-6404
Nubian and Dwarf
goats. $25/ea Good
homes only. 270-9786404

270,247-325.4 • 270-475-4800.* 800-380-4318

kA Ministorag,e
All sizes to
fit yoir needs
[molted I))
Froggy radio station
753-8359 759-9854
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. ME

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
rALs
J&L
muii-sIORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
orner of IN S. A, Clend41,
1000 125 MI5 Sao
12701 436-2524
(2701 293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

r

mi line ads placed
in our paper are
posted on our
website for free!

Prime location North
121h
lstKYRealty
(270)978-1880
Pets& Supplies
3 year old female
English Bulldog. $350
293-9492
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKO ONLY 4 left. $300
& up. Now ready. 270753-0531.

ncril toortywherep lo
dor.. yl.iir thill.2

We Offer:
*All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

YARD SALE
900 OLIVE ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00
We have retired
from business
Store racks.
'umiture, primitive.
clothes. Pius size
clothes, etc

Memorial Baptist
Church
10th & Main
Friday & Saturday
7:00AM-2:00PM
Rain or shine
Yard sale items.
Bake goods, hot
dogs, lemonade,
cold drinks. Funds
for Youth Mission
Trips

Rs.Estate
'.Iona', I edger ar Time. Farr
iinorong SO %Moe
III rr I t".4.1,
. JO,,I,
Vd II a

an. Mr,
lirr,LItior Of Lit-a-n:11in.)
bon bawd rn rme. coka oft

u.Of nah011al MO,Of Mks.
lO to make any yurh
illTritabon•Or di,nn1111.1
11011
,
,(ate Los kotad
rormati,In
in rhe
Terra; or 3dIerh,4ng
aod:tior t..
1,1er.01,,

(11.115

YARD SALE 1
123 STARVIEW
TRAIL
94W, left
Robertson Rd,
right Squire Rd.
left Starview
SATURDAY
7AM-NOON
Lots of household
items, home decor.
bedding. queen &
twin, TVs. lots n-u- re.

MOVING SALE
1403
DUNCAN TRAIL
641N to Radio Rd,
turn right at
flashing light.
2-1/2 miles, turn left
on Duncan Trail.
1-1/2 miles
straight clown.
Friday 7:00-200
Saturday 8:00-12:00
Rain or shine
Everything must go'

YARD SALE
1585
WRATHER
ROAD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
(JUNE 4&5)
7-12
Household items,
boys toys, books,
electronics. misc

YARD SALE
1909
WESTWOOD
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Lots of baby toys.
girls clothes, and
lots of other misc.
items

YARD SALE
201 COUNTRY
CLUB LN
121 N PAST
NATIONAL GUARD
FRIDAY
Left handed gott
clubs w) bag.
glassware. men &
women clothing,
plants, collectibles,
household.

YARD SALE
518 S. 7TH ST.
FRIDAY 6/4
SATURDAY 6/5
7:00AM -1:00PM
If rain held the
next week
Playpen, high
chair & lots of
other stuff No
checks accepted.

MAN'S

L.q decor
,
' krooKs

ROCIFir
"
Mat'.is,

Berl
pi, :t
Residential •
Don t be fooled Lq
us for a free inspr227-4646 436-!TOM/

336
STATE

S& M

LINE RD

CONSTRUCTION

FRI 6/4

:11.1.7tfm.
HOME Wanted Land
contract or rent to own
3. acres
517-910-3051 or
ki mbirdlady aol corn

1111Lake Property
Unbelievable
Log Cabin Sale
Sat June 12th
LOG CABIN & 2 AC
Only 679.90.0
w/ FREE Boat
Slips!
Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutting nature
preserve at 160.000
acre recreational lake
in KY.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154, x3471.
kylakesale.com

Lot and a half for sale
with trees. Perfect for
basement.
walkout
1414 Oakhill Dr. Cali
978-0876 or 759-5469.

7AM-5PM

33 acres next to city
limits west Broadway.
Mayfield Also 36R
house & lot very maintenance free and energy vfficient Must seii,
moved out of town
Call 270-705-3434 or
767-7136

Brad Shelton (270) 978-1351
Michael Manning (270)227-3418

Homes For Ste
3 bedroom. 2 bath.
brick home with 2 ca
garage. Built in 2005
on 4 acres. Call
270-227-2501.
2YFiS. old, white vinyl,
Lynn Grove area.
2.100 sq.ft. 4BIR.
2.5BA,
attached
garage,
screened
porch. 270-853-1999.
HOUSE and 6.89
acres for sale east of
Murray with attached 2
car garage and 1 car
detached
garage.
3bdrm and
2ba.
$145,000. Phone
270-436-2905.
NEW 3 BR, 2 BA. brick
. 1 acre lot, city water,
concrete drive, side
walks, large front &
back porches. $3,000
appliance allowance
210-3781. 559-2032.
NEW 3BR. 2BA, 2-car
garage, cathedral ceilings, concrete drive.
3,4 acre lot or more.
appliance
$3.000
allowance 210-3781.
559-2032.
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates,
SBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
SADDLE Creek 5BR
3.5BA. new paint, car
pet. appliances, light
irig, shaded, fenced
yard. 2,900 sq.ft.
*VAN 2103scandletop cool
293-0878. 293-4230.
490
Used Cars

WE
BUY
CARS
753-4961
HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Consi
New homes. AcidittorRemodel, Saggin,
Rotten floors,
r ;
Siding,
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
FUTRELL'S Ti"'."
Service
Trimming, rerr,.. a:
stump grinding, firewood, Insured.
489-2839

WttiglIf 5

Irft=4:01
but can count on the
most experienced
in 1,4est At.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655. 759-9295

2001
Monaco
Diplomat 40', 54.000
miles. 270-293-2293
32' 2006 travel trailer
270-978-1926 Lawn
mowing.

DUCK Hunters dream
1911 camo boat & trailer huge $1,500 97813)2

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
-Screened Porches
-Garages
-Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home. Mobile Home
Repair
L8M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

751f 117;1 • 2'; t• '
293-2 75 t
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
ler Murdock • 2911722
Display Hors: 310

•^1

Hill Electric
sin,,
24 HOUR SERVICE
JUNK

I

All
753-9562

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

REMOVAL
We haul anything
the garbage
won't. Call'Mike
for free est,Fi '173(270)227-6365

AB QUALITY
• USED
FURNITURE
282 Aurora HWY
Hardin, KY
We buy & sell
good clean
furnatire
,(270)550-0450
(270) 293.5762
ADAMS Home
ILRArn
ic
:
:ii, it7
.,,,T
ts7epnt

Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
69 Buick LaSabre one- Dozer, back hoe and
work.
hoe
owner, good running track
shape. 81,000 miles, Installation and repair
new tires. $2,900 270- or septic systems.
705-3434 or 767-7136. Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1985 Smoker Craf SERVICE & PARTS
1511. with trailer, out (270) 293-8726 OR
board motor, trolling 759-5534
motor, depth & fish Chuck Van Boren
finder $2,00 OBO.
436-2319
TRAVIS
Campers

Sccap Appaanme Vela S1OM• Weidahair & CFMX.,
/
1
4181 Mowers NTalate
,
S .0 1.
nt

753-7728

We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

Acreage
43 acres, Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
Fenced with year
around water and pole
barn. $89.900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120.

Over 15 years experience
Calf for references

SAT 6/5

L

Yard Sete
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

•••••10

SALE
MOVING SALE
802 N. 18TH ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-11:00
Bedroom furniture,
desk, kitchen,
table & chairs,
baby clothes &
toys, teen clothes
& shoes men's
,tuff & :at parts.

sdai

530
Services Ofterect

GARAGE SAL'!
1410 DUDLE"
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
6.00-?
1,trge

YARD

.100

Absollite RCM Egate AI1L tioll
Thursday, June 17th, 2010 IP 6:00 PM (CST)
2506 MAIN
liEN'I'()N, K. 42025
SITE:
RESIDE HAL Oit tOSIMERCIAL!
11111f IR011 DO%'S IOW'S
titivr(o.:1.5%tit FS F11011 Tilt.
+/- 6 ACRES OF
.11 111\ Ck10101.1 Pt Itt.H1St.
PARIOAA1! CH 1 1%%IEit &
MULTI-PURPOSE LAND!
\111 RU GAY, .‘1111 181.1.!
From Banton Court &par "or M.rr" .Sfrre'
7'4 LH:U:17 '
'' e From

YARD SALE
60 WILDWOOD DR
OAKS COUNTRY
CLUB RD OAKS
SUBDIVISION
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7 00-11 00

II

MAW

Julian Carroll Purchase Parkway' FAP E.r .r' 75 1..5 •

'IBA in city on
inal Drive.
icorated, new
ng & AC
. washer & dryer,
& fndge. Nice
& back yard. No
Rent $500.
des city
r/sewer/trash
ca. Annual lease
'70-873-4791.

• r•vm r-f • to ..•

!L>.,Sate Sips,Postal!!

emely nice one
room in Hazel, We
the electric bill.
ar, trash, and furall appliances
Jd:ng
washer &
ir, Only 5550/mo.
won't find a nicer
;leaner apartment!
1)492-8211

GE 3BR apt,
ly remodeled on
ipus. C/1-1,A, W&D,
D water, sewage &
furnished, no
. 293-37102933

• "-gm r•-• • I s

I

ASPHALT
Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAviis
270-753-2279
S

F - 01'

Painting, (is-it's &
repairs, decks pres
sure washed and
stained 436-2228
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp 293DRYWALL REPAIR,
PAINTING &
LIGHT CARPENTRY
FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873-9916
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
,.Audio *Video
• Home Theatre
-Sales -Service *Install

(270)227-9212
WILL mcw yatds
weedeating and weed
control. 1 time mow
irigs or all season
offered.
227 67.:
Logan

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
*Complete tree
removal •Gimee
cleaning *Insured
(270)753-TREE
(8733)
(270)293-1118
Eniergency

- CLA K
LAWN CARE
•Mowing •Trtinnang.
- -Leaf Cleanup
-Mulching
•Ctyer 20 VW".
Espeneuer.
-Free Esther:,
Now Expaadleie. •
To Lake Ar?..as
(270)227-'t98
MILLS & SON
PRESSURE ".;,*
WASHING
Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks• Fence
(270)227-6160

MITCHELL.
BROS.
PAVING
•Commercial &
'Residential
*Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance •
40 yrs. e4XtnonCe
(270)75
ML
Ins!,

s

CLASSIFIEDS

r1B • I hur•da‘..linw 3. 2010

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
!ADVEliTi.‘,,ERS Yo
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250 with
one order, one payment For information.
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
*DIVORCE with or without children $125 With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy. Call us
24 hrs.; 7 days 1-888789-0198:
www.CourtDivorceServr
ce.COT
FINANCIAL
*CASH NOW, Get cash
for your structured settlement or annuity payments. High payouts.
Call J.G. Wentworth. 18e,6-SETTLEMENT (1866-738-8536). Rated
A+ bi the Better
Bus,less Bureau
FOR SALE
•Chainsaw Carvings for
sale Custom work
bears, eagles, benches, animals of all types
Can do on site work
also Call Harley 859498-4121
HELP WANTED
*Sullivan College of
Technology and Design
seeks full-time & parttime HVAC-R instructors. Requires OSHA
10 or higher training
and EPA hazardous
substance disposal certification. Bachelor's
degree and teaching
experience preferred.
skoppeletsctd.edu.
EOE
*Sullivan University
(Lexington) seeks an
Adjunct Chef Instructor.
Requires 10 years
industry experience in
addition to formal culinary training
Bachelor's degree and
ACE certification preferred. Evening and
weekend hours Email
resume to
aakmon sullivan .eclu.
FOE
*Winston's Restaurant,
located on the campus
of Sullivan University.
seeks a full-time
Restaurant Manager.
Requires a Bachelor's
degree and two years
experience. Email
resume to hrirlsullivan.edu. EOE.
INSTRUCTIONAL
.ACT NOW' You may
qualify for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING
Funded by State WIA
Program If you are collecting unemployment,
Dislocated worker or
low income. AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836

.SALE CDL Training
Starting at $1995, MA
Appro.ed Job
pia,eirent Assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BOB Delta Career
Academy Mt Sic ging,
icsr 859-498-9988.
800-883-0171

4:Inver- COMPANY
Experienced 0TH drivers and Teams
Consistent Miles
Excellent Health
Benefits 6 mo OTR
exp & Current CDL
888-463-3962
www.usatruck tcos eoe
mif/hyv
*Driver- Great Miles'
PTL company solos
Teams call 877-740
6262 Owner Operator
Solosi Teams Call
888-417-1155
Requires 6 months
experience No felony
or DUI past 5 years
www ptl-inc corn

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
*Central Kentucky
Premier Heifer Sale
Saturday, June 5,
2010 1 OOPM. Manon
County Fairgiounds,
Lebanon. KY Selling
120 Fall Calving
Heifers www.heilersales.com David
Sandusky (270)6927793.

Murray High senior Bailey Boyd
May Rotary Student of the Month
Special to the Ledger
Bailey Boyd, Nlarray High
senior, was recently honored as
the Murray High School May
Rotary Student of the Month.
Selected by faculty and stall
for this mor lily recognition.
Boyd was also selected by her
classmates as the 2010 "Most
Talented," female senior superla
live,
An All-A Honor Roll honoree
from 2006-2009. Bailey has been
recognized with many first place
recognitions dining her four-year
high school career including most
recently: first place Regional
Foreign
Language
Festival

•Onyer- Wanted:
Teams/ Solos/ Casuals.
48 & Canada Runs
Available. 'Mules
'Benefits 'Home time
MEDICAL
Pay. 888-637-4552 or
HELP WANTED
615-627-5117. Apply
iiKy Health Training:
online at WWW fin
Certified Clinical
tcom 2-years minimum (recitation of a literary passage).
Medical Assistant, EKG OTR required.
and first place Regional Foreign
Technician, Nurse Aide
Language Festival (oral proficien*Drivers- CDL-A. Up to
Training, Phlebotomy
cy).
.42 CPM. More Miles,
training. Lexington &
Fewer Layovers'
A four-year MHS Band memGeorgetown. Day,
$2.000 sign on bonus
Night, Weekend classber and 2010 Most Improved
es. 859-963-2901. 888- Full benefits No
Band senior honoree who is
felonies. OR exp
274-2018
enrolled in numerous MHS
required.
Lease
purM.A./ kyheahhtraining.c
advanced placement(API classes.
chase available 800om
441-4271 xKY-100
Boyd serves as band secretary this
MISCELLANEOUS
past year and also a member of the
•Dnvers- FOOD
*DISH- Best Offer
TANKER DRIVERS
marching band for the past three
EVER! $24.99/mo (for
NEEDED. OTR posi1 yr), 120+ Channels
tions available NOW!
FREE HDI FREE DVR
CDL-A wi tanker redd.
Upgrade' PLUS Call
Outstanding pay &
Now & Save Over
Benefits! Call a
$380 Call 1-866-240recruiter TODAY! 8773844
484-3061 wwwoakleytransport.com
MOBILE HOMES
*Drivers: Owner
*Beautiful. Roomy 3
Operators Needed!
bedroom. 2 bath
Long and short hauls
mobile home for sale
Reefers welcome.
Call 859-498-7578
Base plates and trailers
TRUCK DRIVERS
available. No forced
HELP WANTED
dispatch, home weekends. Call anytime
*ACT NOW You may
502-797-1344 or 502
qualify for FREE
CLASS-A COL Training 637-5053
Funded by State WIA.
Program. If you are
collecting unemployment. Dislocated worker or low income. Must
meet hiring requirements Of major truckii.. companies. TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644

*Boyd Bros. is Hiring
COL-A Experienced
Drivers. Great pay
Raise! Sign-On Bonus!
We are loaded with
freight. Top Equipment
and Benefits. Flatbed
Training Available. 800543-8923
*CALL NOW 0tH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Driving School Now
taking Students! No
COL. No problem!
FREE STATE WIA
PROGRAM if qualified,
or Financing available.
888-780-5539
.COL-A Drivers: Our
freight needs you! Over
the Road Flatbed &
Dry van. Professional
Equtpment. High miles.
Good driving record
required. We accept
your long form and
medical card. Western
Express. Call Bo: 888801-5295

Murray Ledger & Times

Bailey Boyd
years. "Bailey is a very hard
worker and has a very bright
future. She will be successful in
whatever she chooses to do," said
Chris Yoo. MHS Band Director.
Also a state qualifier in 21309
and 2010 with the Murray High
Speech Team, Boyd has served as
the Speech Team captain this past
year of the team and secretary and
publicity chair last year.

A 2010 MHS top ten percent
graduate, Boyd will major in
English and minor in Spanish at
Murray State University. She then
hope). to pursue and earn a doctorate degree to teach English on a
postsecondary level.
The Spanish Club president.
Boyd is also a three-year member
of the Beta Club and a member
this past year of the Dawg Pound
(Pep Club).
Lisa Polivick, MHS Honors'
English Instructor, descnbed
Boyd as one of the best writers in
her class who is "extremely intelligent." and "passionate." "She
is a leader in classroom discussions, always understanding the
subtleties of literature. She has a
very quick mind. I enjoy her
sense of humor. She has been a
leader on the speech team for the
last four years. She is one of (tic
best wnters in her class."
Boyd said although she
believes she is a bit biased, she
truly believes there is no better
educational
institution
than
Murray High School. "It is here
(MHS) that I fell in love with

learning and began the journey to
fird my purpose in this world.
Four years, in the grand scheme of
things, isn't a long time; but for
me, the four I spent here at MHS
are four of the best I could ever
ask for. I thank from the bottom of
.ny heart everyone who has made
my expenence at Murray High
incredible.
Descnbing her four years at
MHS as "phenomenal," Boyd
believes that MI-1S prepared her
well for college and the real
world. -I have grown up so much
intellectually, mentally, physically, and spiritually because of
Murray High and I will never forget the friends and memories I've
made. I have grown to love some
of the teachers as my own family
and have developed bonds with
the students."
Boyd is the daughter of Val
Pittman. Hazel. and Bobby Boyd.
Murray.

*Flatbed Company &
0/0 Drivers Needed
0/0 Must have own
trailer. Company
Drivers can make Up
to 27% of the Gross.
Home Weekends,
Guarantee Minimum
Pay. Call M-F
8AM-4PM 800-5253383 ext. 106
WWW.TLEXPRESS.0
OM
*Flatbed, Reefer and
Tanker Dnvers
Needed! Now hiring
students and COL
training available!
Incredible freight network! All levels of
experience welcome to
apply. 1-800-277-0212
www.pnmeinc.com
*REGIONAL DRIVERS
NEEDED' More
Hometime! Top pay!
Newer equipment! Up
to $.43/ mile company
dnvers! 12 months
OTR required. HEARTLAND EXPRESS 1800-441-4953

Photo provided
FEATURED SPEAKER: Allen Ward, director of Athletics
at
Murray State University, was a recent featured speaker
at the
Photo provided
Rotary Club of Murray. Ward spoke of the many outstand
ing INTERNSHIP COMPLETED: Pictured at right is John Angle
accomplishments of student athletes and the coachin
g staffs witn former President George W. Bush, where Angle just comthis year. Particularly notable among student achieve
ments pleted an internship in Bush's office in Dallas, Texas. while
were the high graduation rates, overall gradepoi
nt averages attending Southern Methodist University this semester. He is
and selection by peers for outstanding sportsm
anship. the son of Brian and Marcia Angle of Franklin, Tenn., and the
Pictured, from left, are Roger Reichrnuth, club presiden
t, and grandson of Dan and Hilda Cunningham of Almo.
Ward.

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Mar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for **** Keep reaching out for **** You might
have the best gized, somehow you manage to
Friday, June 4, 2010:
others. A financial matter indeed
of intentions, but convincing
press.com
grate on others' nerdes, or they
This year, you open up to new
is a labyrinth that seems impos- someone else will take
time, and
*AIRLINES ARE HIRgrate on yours. Knowing that you
sible
to
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